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Background
The Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project (LCSP) has been delivering environmental
enhancement and community engagement since 2003-4. Over the last 16 years the Project
has helped to deliver over 29 kilometres of enhancements to riparian habitats and secured
over 45 kilometres of adjacent habitat restoration. The Project has gone from strength to
strength and in 2012 was recognised for its work by winning the National Association for
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty's prestigious Bowland Award.
The Partnership supporting the LCSP is working to make
sustainable improvements to chalk streams in Lincolnshire
for the benefit of wildlife and the community, raise
awareness of the importance of chalk streams and related
features and improve knowledge of Lincolnshire's chalk
stream habitats.

The Project is well placed to continue to
demonstrate and deliver joined-up working
across the chalk streams of Lincolnshire, meeting
the Government's aspiration in its 25-year
Environmental Plan (Defra, 2018) to pass on to
the next generation a natural environment
protected and enhanced for the future.
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The Importance of Lincolnshire's Chalk Streams
Chalk streams are rare. With over 224 chalk rivers and streams in England, it is estimated
that 85% of the global resource of this habitat is found in England, with others in northern
France. Lincolnshire's chalk streams rise in the chalk strata of the Wolds with nine principal
river systems making up nearly 10% of the national resource.
Many of these streams depend on the porous nature of the aquifers in chalk bedrock to
absorb and store water so that they emerge as springs at ground level, flowing with alkaline,
crystal-clear water that flows consistently with a constant temperature of around 10°C. This
makes them ideal to provide drinking water to many and home to some of the most rare
and threatened plants and animals, such as Water crowfoot, Water vole, Otter, European
eel and Brown trout.
Even more unique to north east Lincolnshire are blow wells. Where chalk streams rise from
springs from the chalk aquifer at or near the surface, the water in blow wells comes from
deep underground and is forced up by pressure through openings in the overlying clay to
create a pool with similar characteristics to water in a chalk stream. While of the same clear
alkaline water, blow wells provide further diversity of the chalk stream habitat together with
a matching diversity of cultural heritage and economic use.

The Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project
The partnership supporting the Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project ( LCSP) wants to see:
"Lincolnshire's Chalk Streams and Blow Wells being protected or restored to a quality
which sustains the high conservation value of their wildlife, healthy water supplies,
recreation opportunities and an increased awareness and understanding of their place in
the character and cultural history of the landscape" 1
To do this, the Partnership will work to:
 Make sustainable improvements to chalk streams and blow wells in Lincolnshire
focussed around the Lincolnshire Wolds for the benefit of wildlife and the
community
 Raise awareness of chalk streams and related features and their importance to
engender long-term positive behaviours
 Improve our knowledge of Lincolnshire's chalk stream and blow well habitats
With a proven record of working across the Lincolnshire Wolds and the Lincolnshire Coast
and Marshes, the Project has worked on a landscape-scale to improve the quality and
resilience of these rare habitats, engaged volunteers, communities and educational groups
in discovering and caring for their natural heritage, and increased awareness and
understanding of the importance of these natural assets.
Much of this is at the heart of the Government's aim to "become the first generation to
leave (the) environment in a better state than we found it and pass on to the next generation
1

Adapted from the UK Biodiversity Action Plan Steering Group for Chalk Rivers (2004): The State of
England's Chalk River: A report by the UK Biodiversity Action Plan Steering Group for Chalk Rivers.
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a natural environment protected and enhanced for the future"2. The Project is well placed
to demonstrate and deliver joined-up working across the chalk streams of Lincolnshire.

Grasby Beck (© LCSP)

Blow Well, Tetney (Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust)

Great Eau Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund Study Day (Steve Scoffin)

2

Defra (2018): A Green Future: Our 25 Year Plan to Improve the Environment. London: Defra
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Key Issues
Lincolnshire’s fragile chalk stream habitat has been seriously degraded over the last century,
in particular in the last 50 years, largely due to agricultural intensification. The current
threats to chalk streams in Lincolnshire are from:
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Abstraction for drinking water supply, industry, fish farming and irrigation, which
results in low flows, reduced dilution of pollutants, sedimentation, excess algal
growth, loss of current-loving species and entrapment of wild fish.



Effluent discharge including from sewage works, industry, fish farming and
agriculture, resulting in the introduction of endocrine disruptors; increased
temperatures; organic, nutrient and toxic pollution; loss of species; excess algal
growth and reduced population size.



Agriculture. Livestock farming causes bank damage and polluted runoff (organic
matter, nutrients, sediment), whilst arable farming sees increased drainage and
polluted runoff (nutrients, pesticides and sediment). This results in damage to
aquatic and wetland habitats and sensitive species, reduced water quality,
accelerated runoff and reduced groundwater discharge. More recently, there has
been increased awareness of the issues surrounding the slug control pesticide
metaldehyde which is very difficult to remove once in the water-chain3.



Flood defence, land drainage and inappropriate water-level control involving
channel and bank engineering, physical impoundments, weed cutting, dredging and
hatch operation resulting in damage to aquatic and riparian species and habitats.



Development in the catchments causing construction waste and polluted runoff (e.g.
oils, sediment, heavy metals) and often leading habitat loss, poor water quality,
higher water demand and obstruction to fish passage.



Fisheries management such as weed cutting, poor riparian management, fish
stocking and fish removal, resulting in habitat loss, reduced flow velocity and gravel
scour and risk of spreading fish and other diseases.



Recreation such as an excess of walking, canoeing, boating and fishing activity,
especially where unlicenced, in or near to chalk streams resulting in disturbance and
habitat damage.



Non-native and invasive species with the spread of farmed fish, signal crayfish,
American mink, non-native plants (e.g. Himalayan balsam) all of which results in loss
of native species and habitat.

Metaldehyde has been banned for outdoor use, will no longer be distributed from June 2019 or legal to use
from June 2020. This action plan is in place until 2024.
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Management practices that involve over or under manipulation of chalk stream
environments such as excessive clearance due to perceived flood risk reducti on or
shading from lack of vegetation management.

8

Figure 1: Location of Lincolnshire Chalk Streams and Blow Wells (Source:
Environment Agency)
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Key Drivers
Past
Although none of the chalk streams in Lincolnshire were seen as nationally or regionally
notable, the Great Eau was considered to be Grade 1 in the Nature Conservation Review of
1977 with "features not found in the key chalk stream of southern England, the Hampshire
Avon"4.
The "Lincolnshire Wolds Natural Area" produced by English Nature in 1997 identified the
river headwaters and the chalk streams as the main aquatic and riparian habitats of the
Lincolnshire Wolds, being particularly important for the diversity of invertebrates such as
mayflies and stoneflies, as well as for fishes and birds. The Countryside Agency's
"Countryside Character Volume 4: East Midlands" (1999) highlighted loss of meadows along
the river Lymn with conversion to large arable fields and pressure on water resources with
an increasing number of irrigation reservoirs to support cropping.
Chalk stream habitats were included in the Lincolnshire Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) 1 st
edition (2000) and 2nd edition (2006), with targets in the 2nd edition to "Restore 80km of
chalk streams through management by 2015" and "Restore 25 chalk springs (including blow
wells) through management by 2015".
In 2004, the Environment Agency published "The State of England's Chalk Rivers: A report of
the UK Biodiversity Action Plan Steering Group for Chalk Rivers" which highlights many of
the key issues above, and gives examples of actions that can be taken including local
initiatives, habitat enhancement projects, integrated catchment management and research
work.
WWF-UK published "The State of England's Chalk Rivers" in 2014 stating that 23% of chalk
streams in England were in good ecological health, setting out measures needed to get chalk
streams to Good status and declaring a Manifesto for Chalk Streams.
Present
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
The WFD is European Union (EU) legislation which in 2000 introduced a comprehensive
River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) system to help protect and improve the ecological
health of our rivers, lakes, estuaries and coastal and groundwaters. This is underpinne d by
the use of environmental standards to help assess risks to the ecological quality of the water
environment and to identify the scale of improvements that would be needed to bring
waters under pressure back into a good condition. The LCSP falls within the Anglian and
Humber River Basin District RBMPs.
New standards were introduced for water plants, invertebrates and fish relevant to
assessing the impact of a range of pressures on rivers, including nutrient enrichment, toxic
pollution, oxygen depletion, acidification, barriers to fish migration, and damage to river
habitats caused by modifications to river beds and banks. The standards for good and high
4

Ratclife D A ed (1977) A Nature Conservation Review: The Selection of Biological Sites of National Importance
to Nature Conservation in Britain. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (on behalf of the Nature
Conservancy Council and the Natural Environment Research Council)
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status were harmonised with the corresponding standards used by other countries across
the EU. The WFD became part of UK law in December 2003.

Figure 2: Lincolnshire Chalk Streams – WFD Classifications 2016 (Source: Environment
Agency)
11

The EU Withdrawal Act 2018 has created EU Retained Law as a new category of UK
legislation, which will enable all EU laws including the WFD to be copied into UK law so that
they will still apply after Brexit. The WFD will continue as the overarching legislation for
river basin management and setting of standards for future water maintenance and quality.
Catchment Based Approach (CaBA)
Adopted in 2013 following a successful pilot, CaBA aims to promote a better understanding
of the environment at a local level and encourage local collaboration and more transparent
decision-making in planning and delivering activities to improve the water environment.
LCSP successfully bid to host the 'Northern Becks' CaBA Catchment Partnership.
Working with Natural Processes (WWNP)
The Environment Agency (EA) has developed a 'working with natural processes 'research
and development framework. WWNP involves 'taking action to manage fluvial and coastal
flood and coastal erosion risk by protecting, restoring and emulating the natural regulating
function of catchments, rivers, floodplains and coast' (Environment Agency, 2012).
A range of natural processes including river restoration, natural leaky barriers and woodland
creation/management, are being promoted by the Environment Agency as part of a
catchment-wide approach to flood management.
The Natural Choice: securing the value of nature
Following the independent Lawton Review 5 of England's wildlife sites and ecological
network in 2010, which highlighted a number of concerns (including fragmentation of
wildlife areas, a lack of coherence in managing the ecological network and its inability to
respond to challenges such as climate change), this White Paper signalled a change of
approach including using natural capital, ecosystem services, and landscape-scale activity to
increase resilience and develop greater connection between people and nature. Local
Nature Partnerships were established to strengthen local action and, as detailed below, led
to the establishment of the Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partnership (GLNP) which was
formed from the previous Lincolnshire Biodiversity Partnership.
Biodiversity 2020: A Strategy for England's wildlife and ecosystem services
Introduced by Defra in 2011, targets for Water Management covered the need to protect
water ecosystems, including habitats and species, through a river basin planning approach,
and promoting approaches to flood and erosion management which conserve the natural
environment and improve biodiversity.
Priority actions included:
 Improve the delivery of environmental outcomes from agricultural land
management practices, whilst increasing food production
 Reform the Common Agricultural Policy to achieve greater environmental benefits

5

Lawton JH, Brotherton PNM, Brown VK et al. (2010) Making Space for Nature: A review of England’s wildlife
sites and ecological network. Norwich: TSO
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Align measures to protect the water environment with action for biodiversity,
including through the river basin planning approach under the EU Water Framework
Directive
Continue to promote approaches to flood and erosion management which conserve
the natural environment and improve biodiversity
Reform the water abstraction regime to provide clearer signals to abstractors to
make the necessary investments to meet water needs and protect ecosystem
functioning and take steps to tackle the legacy of unsustainable abstraction more
efficiently.

Conservation 21: Natural England's Conservation Strategy for the 21st Century
This set out a new approach for Natural England (NE). By focusing on the three gui ding
principles of creating resilient landscapes and seas, putting people at the heart of the
environment, and growing natural capital, NE will work in partnership to deliver better longterm outcomes for the environment by understanding people's interests and needs, and
working towards a shared vision, contributing to the sustainable improvement of
Lincolnshire's chalk streams for the benefit of wildlife and the community.
Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project Strategic Action Plan 2014-19 (SAP)
The SAP identified three main areas of work – securing environmental improvements,
awareness raising and engagement, and improving resource definition. LCSP achievements
under the 2014-19 SAP are summarised on pages 25 – 30 below.
Working with the public through Voluntary and Community Engagement, and Education,
were key delivery aims of the SAP; this included working with communities to improve
habitats, continuing with the Riverfly Monitoring Initiative (RMI) Group first established in
2013, and working with a range of volunteers to carry out practical tasks and help support
the RMI, and involving school groups through the 'Mayfly in the Classroom' Project.
Future
While uncertainty still remains over what Brexit will look like, the direction of travel on
policies for the environment after leaving the European Union (EU) is being mapped out by
the Government. Defra's 25-Year Environment Plan highlights increasing use of a ‘Natural
Capital’ approach as a tool to help make key choices and long-term decisions. This builds on
work of the National Ecosystems Assessment of 2011 which identified the goods and
services provided by eight broad habitat types within the UK, with Freshwaters (including
Openwaters, Wetlands and Floodplains) providing:





Supporting Services of primary production and nutrient recycling
Provisioning Services of food, water, fibre, peat, navigation, bioenergy and health
products
Regulating Services for climate, water, water quality and fire hazards
Cultural Services of recreation and tourism, aesthetic values, cultural heritage,
spiritual values, education and health benefits 6

6

UK National Ecosystem Assessment (2011) The UK National Ecosystem Assessment Technical Report.
Cambridge: UNEP-WCMC
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As well as the 25 Year Environmental Plan, the
Government transition to delivery post-Brexit is being
shaped by further reviews and proposed policy and
scheme changes including the Glover Review of Designated
Landscapes, the draft Agricultural Bill, the draft
Environment (Principles and Governance) Bill and the
proposed Environmental Land Management Scheme
(ELMS) that has been undergoing a phase of tests and
trials.
The LCSP partnership exemplifies many of the principles
and objectives embedded in current Government and
stakeholder thinking. It is very well placed to contribute
to many of the wider national objectives through delivery
against key targets at the local level, in the context of the
nationally important chalk stream resource.

Natural capital is the sum of our
ecosystems, species, freshwater,
land, soils, minerals, our air and our
seas. These are all elements of
nature that either directly or
indirectly bring value to people and
the country at large. They do this in
many ways but chiefly by providing
us with food, clean air and water,
wildlife, energy, wood, recreation
and protection from hazards
Defra (2018): A Green Future: Our 25 Year
Plan to Improve the Environment

25 Year Environment Plan (EP)
Key national goals and aspirations for work in areas covered by the Lincolnshire Chalk
Streams Project include:







Achieving clean and plentiful water by improving at
least three quarters of our waters to be close to their
natural state as soon as is practicable
Expanding the use of natural flood management
solutions
Using our land more sustainably and creating new
habitats for wildlife
Farming can be a powerful force for environmental
enhancement
Conserving and enhancing the beauty of our natural
environment, and make sure it can be enjoyed, used
by and cared for by everyone
Respecting nature in how we use water by reviewing
and informing approaches to water abstraction, water
supply and water efficiency

The EP introduces the terms 'blue space' and 'blue infrastructure'. It defines 'blue space' as
a broad set of blue infrastructure including canals, rivers, streams, ponds, lakes and their
borders as well as features of the coastline that provide people with access to the coast.
It sets a target of improving at least three quarters of our waters to be close to their natural
state as soon as is practicable which reflects current RBMPs analysis of where benefits
outweigh costs to improve rivers, lakes, groundwater aquifers, estuaries and coastal waters.
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Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project
Delivering the vision set out in the Defra 25 Year Environmental Plan

The LCSP Partnership will:
 Contribute to the freshwater element of the Government’s target of “reaching
or exceeding objectives for rivers, lakes, coastal and ground waters that are
specially protected, whether for biodiversity or drinking water as per our River
Basin Management Plans”


Continue proactive engagement with landowners and managers to encourage

sustainable land management along Lincolnshire’s watercourses with a strong
emphasis on good soil husbandry to contribute to the soil management target
“by 2030 we want all of England’s soils to be managed sustainably, and we will
use natural capital thinking to develop appropriate soil metrics and
management approaches”


Continue to seek opportunities to support farmers and land managers in the
delivery of those public goods (ecosystem services) including food, fresh
water, recreation, cultural heritage, education and health benefits



Identify and deploy natural flood management solutions as a key LCSP
approach for delivering benefits at a landscape catchment scale



Draw more strongly on natural capital thinking and mechanisms to support
the partnership’s aspirations to deliver:
- greater public awareness, understanding and valuing of the chalk streams;
- better integrated decision making;
- increased investment in the positive management of the chalk stream
network of Lincolnshire;
- long-term positive environmental outcomes along the chalk stream
corridor



Continue quality delivery of promoting awareness, understanding and
custodianship amongst local communities and visitors to “conserve and
enhance the beauty of our natural environment, and make sure it can be
enjoyed, used by and cared for by everyone”.



Seek opportunities to engage with the design of the ELMS and support land
managers in utilising this future scheme as a tool for delivering positive
environmental outcomes at the catchment scale.



Seek opportunities for collaborative research to support improved water
quality within the chalk stream network (eg technology to support soil
husbandry, monitoring focused research)

15

Clean Growth Strategy
Presented to Parliament in October 2017, the strategy defines clean growth as growing
national income while cutting greenhouse gas emissions. Achieving this, while ensuring an
affordable energy supply for businesses and consumers, is at the heart of the UK ’s Industrial
Strategy (see below). The Clean Growth strategy sets out a comprehensive set of policies
and proposals that aim to accelerate the pace of ‘clean growth’, ie deliver increased
economic growth and decreased emissions, to support the '2032 pathway' of achieving
specific targets by 2032. Farmers and landowners will be encouraged to contribute to
achieving the 2032 pathway with incentives to promote environmental improvement to
address climate change more directly with a new system to support the future of farming
and the countryside; it is envisaged that there will be a strong focus on delivering better
environmental outcomes, including tackling climate change, and targeting new sustainable
land management techniques to overcome the decline in soi l quality in the UK and
safeguard future farming productivity.
Industrial Strategy: Building a Britain fit for the future
The Clean Growth Strategy feeds into the Industrial Strategy (November 2017) which deals
with the four 'Grand Challenges' of artificial intelligence and big data; clean growth; the
future of mobility; and meeting the needs of an ageing society.
It seeks to do more to embrace the opportunities, and so much emerging innovation, in the
wider world, to export and promote UK products and ex pertise to the world’s fastestgrowing economies, where there is a strong appetite not only for our goods but our world class services, from tourism and healthcare to professional and financial services, and for
cultural collaboration too
The Glover Review of Designated Landscapes
The Government’s 2018-19 Review of England’s Designated Landscapes has presented
opportunities for a number of the LCSP partner organisations to contribute evidence and
recommendations for future protection measures. It is anticipated that the findings of that
Review, due to be published in autumn 2019, will champion partnership approaches like the
LCSP and offer greater opportunities for the LCSP to deliver ecosystem services within the
Lincolnshire Wolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and beyond.
Health and Harmony: the future for food, farming and the environment in a Green Brexit
Produced by Defra in February 2018, this White Paper highlights the "once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity" to reform agriculture on leaving the EU. This fundamental reform seeks to
develop a more dynamic, more self-reliant agriculture industry competing internationally,
supplying products of the highest standards to the domestic market and increasing exports,
while delivering a better and richer environment in England.
This is an opportunity to improve the health of soils and the water quality of catchments,
using the "creation and maintenance of buffer strips next to waterways, to reduce water
pollution caused by fertiliser run-off from agriculture".
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Draft Agricultural Bill
Following on from the 'Health and Harmony' White Paper, the Agriculture Bill sets out how
farmers and land managers will in future be paid for “public goods”, such as better air and
water quality, improved soil health, higher animal welfare standards, public access to the
countryside and measures to reduce flooding. Farmers will be supported over a seven year
transition period as the United Kingdom exits the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP).
Draft Environment (Principles and Governance) Bill
This is the first significant review of environmental legislation in over 20 years and aims to
provide a framework that aspires to leave the UK environment in a better state than we
inherited. The Bill proposes to create a new statutory statement of the environmental
principles which will guide all, drawing on the current international and EU guidance. A new
regulatory body, the Office for Environmental Protection, is proposed to provide a new,
world-leading, independent watchdog to hold government and stakeholders to account on
future environmental ambitions and obligations. A major thrust of the Bill is not only to
seek protection but also enhancement, especially of our most vulnerable habitats and
threatened species, including management of precious water resources.
Environmental Land Management Scheme (ELMS)
The ELMS will take the place of the current subsidy system of Direct Payments. It is being
designed, with input from a wide range of stakeholders including farmers, to “incentivise
and reward land managers to restore and improve our natural capital and rural heritage. It
will also provide support for farmers and land managers as we move towards a more
effective application of the ‘polluter pays’ principle (whereby the costs of pollution lie with
those responsible for it)”.
There are opportunities for the LCSP partnership to influence the design of the ELMS,
contribute success stories and identify potential collaborative research opportunities e.g.
soil health.

Great Eau Facilitation Fund – Testing soil structure after direct drilling trial (Steve Scoffin)
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National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Net Gain
The NPPF (2018) guides spatial planning and development control decisions towards
contributing to and enhancing the natural and local environment, recognising wider benefits
from natural capital and ecosystem services and the need to establish coherent eco logical
networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures. Whilst there is an
underlying aspiration for no net loss through the planning system there continues to be a
steady decline in biodiversity in this country.
The recent (December 2018) Defra Net Gain consultation seeks to mandate a biodiversity
net gain from all development in order to reverse this decline. Mapping of nature recovery
networks will form a key part of this process and there may be opportunities for the LCSP to
influence opportunity maps with key priorities for possible off -site compensation schemes
or direction of tariff spending.
Climate Change
The Climate Change Act 2008 identified climate change as the long-term change in climate,
with the term being especially used in the context of man-made climate change which will
affect many aspects of life in the UK, our environment, business and public services. The
Act is the basis for the UK’s approach to tackling and responding to climate change. It
requires that emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are reduced and that
climate change risks are prepared for. The Act also establishes the framework to deliver on
these requirements and supports the UK’s commitment to urgent international action to
tackle climate change.
The current National Adaptation Programme (NAP) sets the actions that government and
others will take to adapt to the challenges of climate change in the UK. It sets out key
actions for the next 5 years. This report forms part of the five-yearly cycle of requirements
laid down in the Climate Change Act 2008. The report details the third cycle of adaptation
reporting, with NAP reports published previously between 2013 and 2017.
In May 2019, the UK Parliament passed a motion declaring a climate emergency, and called
on the Government to increase the ambition of the UK’s climate change targets under the
Climate Change Act 2008 to achieve net zero emissions before 2050, to increase support for
and set ambitious, short-term targets for the roll-out of renewable and low carbon energy
and transport, and to move swiftly to capture economic opportunities and green jobs in the
low carbon economy while managing risks for workers and communities currently reli ant on
carbon intensive sector.
While this shows that the will to accept a climate emergency and make legislative change is
present, it is not legally binding.
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The Lincolnshire Wolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
The AONB Management Plan for 2018-23, produced by the Lincolnshire Wolds Countryside
Service on behalf of the AONB's Joint Advisory Committee and adopted in October 2018,
highlights a range of cross-cutting influences which affect the AONB and therefore the chalk
streams flowing from it. These include partnership working, local participation, the
economic value of AONBs, planning and the wider goods and services, agri -environment
support, the state of the environment,
and health and well-being.
Policies cover raising community
awareness and, where possible,
community involvement; enhancement
for biodiversity, landscape and socioeconomic gains; and work to maintain
groundwater levels and minimise the
impact of flooding.
The need to build resilience for climate
change will require more integrated
water management solutions to secure
sustainable water resources and
safeguard the environment throughout
the chalk streams catchments. The Plan
recognises the important contribution of
the chalk streams, springs and ponds to
the landscape character of the nationally
protected AONB and highlights a series of
partnership-specific objectives, policies
and actions to protect and enhance this
water resource.
Lincolnshire Wolds AONB near Fulletby (©LCC)

Anglian Water Services (AW)
Anglian Water has river restoration/river support targets in Lincolnshire in its Water
Industry National Environment Programme (WINEP), and is assessing sites for their
biodiversity value, including how they contribute to conservation at a landscape scale.
Investment will continue in the management of SSSIs to keep them in, or bring them into,
'favourable' condition. These are the Barton-upon-Humber and Grimsby Pyewipe Water
Recycling Centres and Tetney Blow Wells Water Treatment Works.
AW fund the 'RiverCare' community volunteer group programme, delivered on the ground
by Keep Britain Tidy. Targets set by AW may mean that the locations in which to prioritise
the establishment of groups may not align with what is in the plan for the LCSP. However, it
is useful to recognise the programme as a partnership working opportunity as there are
likely to be situations which meet the objectives of LCSP and AW, and greater value can be
derived through working together.
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Anglian Water event at Riseholme hosted by Championing the Farmed Environment (Anglian Water)

AW’s team of Catchment Advisors work with the agricultural sector to find sustainable
solutions to the problems previously highlighted in this Strategic Action Plan such as
nutrient and pesticide losses. The Catchment Advisors welcome the collaborative
opportunities throughout the county to disseminate messages to farmers and stakeholders
within the Agricultural industry. They are able to work with farmers to set up local trials,
measuring and monitoring results and providing information and guidance
accordingly. Local Water Treatment Works tours are available to show the complex process
of providing drinking water across Lincolnshire.
Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partnership (GLNP)
With the introduction of Local Nature Partnerships in 'The Natural Choice' White Paper, the
GLNP was established in 2012 to take on the work of the Lincolnshire Biodiversity
Partnership, along with the Lincolnshire Environmental Record Centre (LERC), recording of
Local Sites and the Geodiversity Strategy.
Local Sites, along with Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), are the most important
places for wildlife and geology in Greater Lincolnshire.
The vision for the Local Sites system in Greater Lincolnshire is: To establish an up to date
comprehensive suite of sites of substantive wildlife and geological value. A number of terms
are used with relation to Local Sites, but these sites are currently known as Local Wildlife
Sites (LWSs) and Local Geological Sites (LGSs) in Greater Lincolnshire. These sites are a
recognition of wildlife and geological value and are a testament to the land management
that is already being undertaken on them. 7 Local Site designation also includes previously
designated Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCIs), some of which are the subject
of ongoing review and assessment.
7

https://glnp.org.uk/partnership/local-sites/
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Figure 3: Lincolnshire Chalk Streams – Local Wildlife Sites and Sites of Nature
Conservation Importance (Source: GLNP)
21

Water Crowfoot (©Tim Jacklin)

Brook Lamprey (© Andy Harper)

Chalk streams are a Priority Habitat within the GLNP Nature Strategy 2015-20 (the 3rd
edition of the BAP), with Priority Species including Starry stonewort ( Nitellopsis obtusa),
Grass-wrack pondweed (Potamogeton compressus), White-clawed crayfish
(Austropotamobius pallipes), European eel (Anguilla anguilla), Brown trout (Salmo trutta)
and Water vole (Arvicola amphibius).
Countryside Stewardship (CS)
Introduced in 2015, targeting for this agri-environment scheme includes Catchment
Sensitive Farming, Mid and Higher Tier options, capital payments and the Facilitation Fund.
Whilst CS is usually unable to fund in-stream restoration schemes it does provide
opportunities for encouraging and supporting land management options beneficial to the
chalk stream and blow well resource. Examples of this are enhancements to areas adjacent
to the water course and/or the application of a catchment-wide landscape-scale approach
(see also Catchment Based Approach above) to help further biodiversity, water and soil
management in the context of a living and working farmed landscape.
Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund (CSFF)
The CSFF supports people and organisations that bring farmers, foresters, and other land
managers together to improve the local natural environment at a landscape scale. This
landscape scale approach can cover land under existing agri -environment and
forestry/woodland agreements, common land and land not currently covered by a s cheme.
It builds on the principles of partnership working to deliver environmental benefits, as
demonstrated by various initiatives, including farm clusters and the farmer-led Nature
Improvement Area. The LCSP has been successful in gaining funding to facilitate the Great
Eau Facilitation Fund group, with a series of events and activities taking place across the
catchment from 2018 to 2021.
Northern Becks Catchment Based Approach Hosting
The LCSP has been hosting the catchment partnership for the Northern Becks which covers
approximately 50% of the LCSP area. The Northern Becks area runs along the River Humber
to the North Sea from Barton-upon-Humber to North Somercotes and inland to Caistor and
Louth. Further south and west, the Great Eau, River Bain and River Lymn fall within the
Witham Partnership (hosted by the Lincolnshire Rivers Trust).
22

Figure 4: CaBA - Catchment Partnership Hosting Arrangements (Source:
Environment Agency)
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Due to a change in conditions attached to grant aid, the ability of LCSP to apply for this
funding has been in question due to the partnership being hosted by a local authority.
There is now a clear requirement for the governing organisation to be one with clear
'philanthropic' aims and all local authorities have been deemed to be exempt from this. The
LCSP Partnership has subsequently welcomed an offer from the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
(LWT) to act as the primary body for hosting the Northern Becks catchment partnership and
discussions are continuing to facilitate future grant funding, to ultimately ensure delivery of
various project work and ongoing river restoration on these chalk streams.
Consideration of agreeing and establishing a body of which the partners are members and
which has its own legal status is a priority under this Strategic Action Plan.
The Policy Framework in Appendix 1 shows the relevant policies of the LCSP Partners
supporting the work of the Project.
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The Partnership
The Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project has been delivering environmental enhancement
and community engagement since 2003-4. Over the last 16 years the Project has helped to
deliver over 29 kilometres of enhancements to riparian habitats and secured over 45
kilometres of adjacent habitat restoration.
A Project Officer came into post in 2006 to deliver the aims of the Partnership. The Project
has gone from strength to strength and in 2012 was recognised for its work by winning the
National Association for Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty's prestigious Bowland Award.
The award is presented to projects for achieving ‘the best project, best practice or
outstanding contribution to the wellbeing of Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty' which
promotes landscape-scale conservation through partnership working.
The Partnership has been hosted by Lincolnshire County Council through the Lincolnshire
Wolds Countryside Service (LWCS) with support from Anglian Water, the Environment
Agency, Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust, Natural England and the Wild Trout Trust. The recent
changes to eligibility criteria for some external funding have highlighted the need to explore
and keep under review alternative models for governance. This may include a separate
fundraising or 'Friends' organisation to run parallel to, and support, the existing governance
arrangements.
Through the current hosting arrangements with the LWCS (the AONB staffing unit) the LCSP
staff also have positive and active links with the wider family of nationall y protected
landscapes via the National Association of AONBs (NAAONB) network.
While the geographical area covered by the Project is focused on the Lincolnshire Wolds and
the chalk and mixed geology streams flowing from them, the Partnership also works with a
range of organisations working to restore and manage river habitats in Lincolnshire and the
United Kingdom, including the Lincolnshire Rivers Trust, the Rivers Trust (the umbrella
organisation for the wider Rivers Trust movement) and the River Restoration Centre.

LCSP Achievements during the 2014/19 Strategic Action Plan
Since 2012, during the five years of the last Strategic Action Plan, the Lincolnshire Chalk
Steams Project has:






enhanced over 17km of chalk streams and 20km of associated habitat i mprovements
worked with 25 education establishments including Primary Schools, Secondary
Schools and Further and Higher Education Colleges and Universities
delivered a range of educational activities to tie in with the National Curriculum,
including the Wild Trout Trust's "Mayfly in the Classroom" project with primary
schools
set up the LCSP Volunteer Conservation Group in 2014 to help maintain previous
restoration sites and encourage public involvement with the LCSP
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organised training for 41 volunteers to enable them to carry out surveys of aquatic
invertebrates essential to life in a chalk stream
supported volunteers through the Riverfly Monitoring Initiative (RMI) to survey 34
sites across Lincolnshire providing essential information on the health of the chalk
streams - 18 of these volunteers are now carrying out regular surveys using a new
scoring system with an extended list of invertebrates

Rachel Graham being presented with the 'River Champion' Award at the River Restoration Centre's 2019
National Conference for her work as a LCSP Volunteer (© Rachel Graham)

'Discover a Chalk Stream' Guided
Walk (Will Bartle)

Volunteers managing vegetation
on Waithe Beck (Will Bartle)

Riverfly monitoring volunteers
(Will Bartle)
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organised practical days, led children's events, presented talks and attended shows
to promote Lincolnshire's chalk streams and encourage communities to take an
active part in maintaining their rivers continued to add information to the LCSP
webpages on the Lincolnshire Wolds Countryside Service website
promoted further engagement with the public using social media accounts including
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, which have enabled the LCSP to interact with the
public in a more immediate manner not possible through the current webpages.

Between 2014 and 2019, the Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project delivered:

£783,000

17.35km

20km

6

Invested in chalk streams

River enhancements

Habitat improvements

Local Wildlife Sites
designated

66

21

19

18

Farms worked on

Farmers events

94

10,301

Events

People attending

Riverfly Monitors

34 survey sites

4
Community river clean-ups

Volunteer work parties

133 volunteers

20 Schools
471 pupils

827

1094

341

5

Followers on Facebook

Followers on Twitter

Followers on Instagram

Colleges/Universities

50 Students
Designers of icons sourced through Noun Project are acknowledged on page 62
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Figure 5: Lincolnshire Chalk Streams – Riverfly and Volunteer Sites (Source: LCSP)
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Case Study 1

River Bain, Donington Mill
"This was a new type of project for the LCSP to
embark on. The opportunity the landowner
presented was one not to be missed. We have
lengthened the chalk stream habitat and provided
new and improved spawning ground for trout"
LCSP Steering Group
Funding and specialist help was generously provided by:

(© LCSP)

Date:
October 2013

Site description:
A 300m stretch of watercourse was impacted upon by past mill workings.
Three impoundments impacted on the flow and prevented fish and eel
migrating upstream

Cost:
Special considerations:
 The habitat
 A planning application was
improvement works
required to dig a new
were undertaken by
channel.
CLS Civil Engineering at  The project had to take into
a cost of £45,150
consideration the heritage
of the site to retain some
evidence of the location of
the old mill
Benefits:
 Opened up the length
of river for brown
trout and eel to
migrate
 Improved habitat for
brown trout and
aquatic invertebrates
 Extension of habitat
for water vole to
recolonise
 Raised awareness via a
radio interview

Completed project:
 A new meandering channel was dug
 Gravel riffle – pool sequences were
installed
 Specialist help was sought to design
the new river channel

(David Hutchinson)
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Case Study 2

Great Eau Fencing at Claythorpe
"The fencing funded by the Chalk Stream Project,
with a bit more added by ourselves, is already
enabling us to make much better use of some rather
awkward bits of riverside land with livestock, having
due regard to the wild life value of this area"
Landowner, 2019

Funding was generously provided by:

(Steve Scoffin)

Date:
March 2019

Site description:
Installation of sheep fencing along both banks of the Great Eau downstream
from Claythorpe Mill, reducing the poaching of the banks and consequent
sedimentation of the river.

Cost:
The fencing work by
Frontrow Fencing took
place over two weeks at a
cost of £22,060

Special considerations:
 Fencing on both sides of the river
involved two farms
 The project allowed one farm to pay
for additional fencing to make stock
management and movement easier
along the river

Completed project:
 Total of 2.8km of stock-proof
fencing alongside river
 Further 500m of fencing to
aid livestock management
 350 native broadleaved trees
planted in two clumps

Benefits:
 Reduced
sedimentation will
keep gravel beds
exposed for spawning
fish
 Treeplanting will
provide further bank
stabilisation and
reduce surface water
run-off
 Retention of gravel
beds
(Steve Scoffin)
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Key Areas of Work
As stated above, the work of the LCSP Partnership already reflects much of current
Government and stakeholder thinking. It will contribute to many of these wider national
objectives while focusing on local collaboration and actions to support the internationallyimportant chalk stream resource. Much will be done through utilising nationally agreed
mechanisms and methodologies such as the Catchment Based Approach and through
positive links with national partnerships including the NAAONB, the River Restoration
Centre and The Rivers Trust.
Working locally, apart from the obvious benefits of the Partnership, LCSP spans an area
where it can work with the GLNP and Humber Nature Partnership, with local authorities in
the north and north-east of the historical county, and with a range of other projects and
organisations including the NFU, Championing the Farmed Environment and the Lincolnshire
Rivers Trust. It can act to co-ordinate action on specific features and assets including the
blow wells unique to north-east Lincolnshire.
The LCSP can take an active lead in the
implementation of the 'Working with Natural
Processes' initiative and work with landowners
to design and implement, where appropriate,
schemes that will not only benefit the ecology
and water quality of the chalk streams but also
protect, restore and emulate the natural
functions of catchments.
Natural leaky barrier (Steve Scoffin)

The LCSP can also take a lead in identifying opportunities to
control invasive species and promote recovery of native
species both within and adjacent to chalk streams habitats.
On the one hand, the impacts of the introduced species of
American Mink and North American Signal Crayfish have had
an impact on population numbers of Water Vole and WhiteClawed Crayfish. On the other, management of chalk stream
banksides to include ungrazed buffer strips not only reduces
sedimentation of the river but can also contribute to less
obvious benefits such as supporting populations of Barn Owl
and other raptors (and small mammal prey species) that
prefer biodiversity-rich rough grassland and will often use
linear features for hunting and foraging, particularly in flat
landscapes8.
However, a key to the success of these initiatives is to work
with others to ensure that there is effective monitoring of
these species.
8

Buffer strips alongside Muckton
Beck (Steve Scoffin)

Barn Owl Trust (2012) Barn Owl and Conservation Handbook: A comprehensive guide for ecologists,
surveyors, land managers and ornithologists. Exeter: Pelagic Publishing
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Priority BAP Species found on and around Lincolnshire's Chalk Streams

Barn Owl (©Andy Chilton on Unsplash)

White-clawed Crayfish (© LCSP)

Water Vole (©Mark Bridger/Shutterstock.com)

European Otter (©WWT)

Brown Trout (©Jack Perks)
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Invasive Non-Native Species

Signal Crayfish

Himalayan Balsam (©Wild Trout Trust)

American Mink

Floating Pennywort (Simon Mortimor/Wikipedia)

Snowberry (© LCSP)
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Maximising the delivery of the LCSP's aspirations cannot be achieved without open and
positive interaction with people. Landowner engagement is crucial to the success of the
project as management of land adjacent to the chalk streams is as important as in-stream
management. Volunteers also have a key role, typically helping with habitat surveys,
practical conservation tasks, education and promotional events and more specialist work
on species recording, as well as providing support for more routine office tasks. Enthusing
current and future generations about the importance of chalk streams is vital to the
continued success of their management and the overall success of the project. The Wild
Trout Trust's "Mayfly in the Classroom" project and the Riverfly Monitoring are ideal ways
of engaging with a range of people with further opportunities likely through emerging
campaigns of Citizen Science.
Work Area
Prioritisation of work on
chalk streams

Tasks
o Review of work completed by LCSP Partnership 2003 - 2019
o Biodiversity Opportunity Mapping
o Catchment Map and Profile for each main river system

Northern Becks Catchment
Based Approach Hosting

o Hosting by LWT
o Investigation and potential establishment of charitable
Fund-raising or 'Friends' group
o Reviewing and increasing the Partnership's Northern Becks
collaborations

Chalk Stream Habitat
Restoration and
Enhancement

o River Rase Catchment Study (Working with Natural
Processes):
- Landowner Consultation
- Implementation
o River Lymn Fluvial Study (Working with Natural Processes):
- Landowner Consultation
- Implementation
- Exploring opportunities via National Grid's 'Viking Link'
cabling project
o Laceby Beck/River Freshney Management Scheme;
- Landowner and Community Consultation
- Implementation
o River Waring Catchment Study (Working with Natural
Processes):
- Landowner Consultation
- Implementation
o Waithe Beck between Hatcliffe and Barton Road In-stream
and bankside habitat management
o Work identified under Opportunity Mapping, prioritising
connectivity between previous and proposed work
o ELMS
o Partner and External Funder Applications
o Advisory visits by staff from LCSP and partner organisations
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Native and Non-Native
Invasive Species

o American Mink/Water Vole Survey and Mink Control
o White-clawed Crayfish/American Signal Crayfish Survey and
Management
o Himalayan Balsam Survey and Control
o Floating Pennywort Survey and Control
o Barn Owl Habitat Management

Blow Wells

o Blow wells Opportunity Mapping:
- Audit of Blow Wells identified by ESL study
- Ground survey of relevant Blow Wells and landowner
contact
o Work on natural and cultural heritage aspects of Blow Wells
o Set targets and identify constraints, eg landowner
permissions
o Funding applications

Spring Head Restoration

o Vegetation management and control of invasive species

Engaging with People

o Landowner/farmer engagement to shape work programme
for:
- River Rase Working with Natural Processes Project
- River Lymn Sedimentation Alleviation Project
- River Waring Working with Natural Processes Project
o Landowner engagement on Laceby Beck and River Freshney
o Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund for the Great Eau:
- Agree and deliver annual programme of meetings and
site visits until 2021, setting key milestones for delivery
- Seek to expand network north and south of cluster
around Withern, Aby and South Thoresby
- Use lessons learnt from CSFF for use in collaborative
approaches on other main river catchments where
appropriate
- Work with Natural England to identify potential for
implementing ELMS
o Engaging with Educational Establishments:
- Primary Schools
- Secondary Schools
- Universities
- Land-based Colleges
- Research
- Other groups eg Duke of Edinburgh's Award
o Riverfly Monitoring:
- Develop national recording programme with Riverfly
Partnership, Freshwater Biological Association, Natural
History Museum
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o

o

o

o

o

o

Communications and Social
Media

- RMI training events
- Co-ordinate RMI volunteer surveys
Conservation Volunteers:
- Run a monthly volunteer task to support chalk stream
management projects
Citizen Science:
- Develop methodologies for monitoring populations of
key species eg Water Vole
- Where appropriate, link to external projects eg
Temporary Streams initiative through 'CrowdWater' app
Community Groups:
- Support existing community groups to continue
engagement with their local chalk streams
- Establish new community groups
Training and up-skilling:
- Provide opportunities for volunteers and landowners to
increase knowledge and gain practical skills with
demonstration events of techniques for chalk stream
improvement and restoration
Events:
- Support initiatives in the wider LWCS area
- Explore events involving blow wells and link to existing
events (eg Barrow-upon-Humber Blow Wells Day)
- Give 2 talks to local groups each year
- Utilise other national initiatives and campaigns as and
when appropriate eg Year of Green Action, National
Volunteering Week, World Wetland Day, Rivers Day,
NAAONB Outstanding Landscapes, Heritage Open Days
etc.
Blow Wells Heritage Project:
- Identify local groups with interest in blow wells, eg Local
History Groups, WIs etc
- Develop a programme for volunteer monitoring of blow
wells

o Develop and update LCSP pages on LWCS website,
monitoring use to ensure effectiveness, and explore future
options for website development
o Continue to actively promote LCSP through social media and
monitor number of followers on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram
o Provide press releases, articles and features for relevant
partnership publications eg Water for Wildlife, LWCS Annual
Review, CSFF reports, NAAONB case studies, GLNP Annual
Review etc
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Delivery Plan
This Strategic Action Plan succeeds the one for 2014 – 2019, and will run between 2019 and 2024, subject to annual review by the LCSP
Steering Group. To co-ordinate delivery, the main tasks have been set out under three main aims for the Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project,
which are to:
1. Make sustainable improvements to chalk streams and blow wells in Lincolnshire focussed around the Lincolnshire Wolds for the
benefit of wildlife and the community
2. Raise awareness of chalk streams and related features and their importance to engender long-term positive behaviours
3. Improve our knowledge of Lincolnshire's chalk stream and blow well habitats
Additionally, in order to achieve these, the Partnership will:
4. Work collaboratively both within the Chalk Streams partnership and externally to maximise benefits and meet the Project's aims
Partner/Organisation Abbreviations and Acronyms
AONB
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
AW
Anglian Water
CaBA
Catchment Based Approach
CSF
Catchment Sensitive Farming
CS
Countryside Stewardship
CSFF
Countryside Stewardship Facilitation Fund
EA
Environment Agency
ECCF
East Coast Community Fund
ELDC
East Lindsey District Council
GLNP
Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partnership
HLF
Heritage Lottery Fund
HNP
Humber Nature Partnership
LAZ
Lindsey Action Zone
LBWG
Lincolnshire's Blow Wells Group
LCC
Lincolnshire County Council
LCSP
Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project
LWCS
Lincolnshire Wolds Countryside Service

LWT
MO
NAAONB
NE
NELC
NG
NGO
NFM
NHM
NLC
NRA
PO
RMI
WFD
WWNP
WTT
YDG

Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
LCSP Monitoring Officer
National Association for AONBs
Natural England
North East Lincolnshire Council
National Grid
Non- Governmental Organisation
Natural Flood Management
Natural History Museum
North Lincolnshire Council
Nature Recovery Area
LCSP Project Officer
Riverfly Monitoring Initiative
Water Framework Directive
Working with Natural Processes
Wild Trout Trust
Yorkshire Dragonfly Group
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Project

Location

Partners

Outline and Aims

Priority

Timescales

WFD Target

Cost

Outcome

Status

2019 -2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

Annual review
of Strategic
Action Plan;
prepare and
report on
Annual Action
Plan

Current

1. Make sustainable improvements for the benefit of wildlife and the community
a. Implement LCSP Annual Work Programme
PO, MO and
partners to
develop and
deliver an annual
work programme

Various

All
Partners

Officers will work with LCSP
partners to develop and
deliver work programme to
implement priority actions

High

b. Maintain, restore and enhance the characteristic habitats and associated species of chalk streams in Lincolnshire by working with land managers.
Habitat
Individual
All
Restoration and protection of
High
2019 -2024 Good
£30k per
Direct delivery
Current
Restoration and
Stream/
Partners
up to 5km of chalk stream
ecological
project
of a range of
Protection
River
corridor per year
status /
(approx.) enhancements
Catchment
potential by
of riparian and
2024
adjacent
habitats –
Prevent
especially
deterioration
focussed on
targets via
Opportunity
Mapping etc
Project
Individual
All
Environmental improvements
High
2019 -2024 Good
£30k per
Environmental
Current
Prioritisation
Stream/
Partners
meeting WFD objectives
ecological
project
improvements
River
status /
(approx.) on Lincs Chalk
Catchment
potential by
Streams will
2024
have
contributed to
Prevent
achieving WFD
deterioration
objectives on
our priority
waterbodies.
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Project
Prioritisation

Individual
Stream/
River
Catchment

All
Partners

Seek and maximise
opportunities to work with
natural processes to make
catchment wide
improvements.

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

£50k per
project
(approx.)

Prevent
deterioration

Project
Prioritisation

Individual
Stream/
River
Catchment

All
Partners

Maximising connectivity of
habitats and linking previous
work. Undertake SWOT
analysis to identify:
1. Evidence
base/understanding of:
- Target species as chalk
stream health indicators
- Non-native invasive
species (NNIS)
- Work undertaken by LCSP
and surveys to monitor
effectiveness
- Spatial analysis of
restoration and
enhancement work,
riverfly monitoring and
volunteer activity
- Localised sources of
pollutants and therefore
who do we need to
engage

High

2019 -2024

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

To be
identified
on
project
basis

By 2024 a series
of catchment
wide
interventions
have been
implemented to
encourage
natural
processes in the
chalk stream
corridor.
Identified and
prioritised
future key river
restoration and
adjacent habitat
initiatives

Current

Current

Build up a
positive working
relationship
with
landowners
previously not
engaged in the
direct work of
the LCSP
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Project
Prioritisation

Individual
Stream/
River
Catchment

All
Partners

Establishing Ark
sites for native
White-Clawed
Crayfish

Various

All
Partners

2. Engagement with key
land/water managers in
those areas taking place
3. Key barriers to
engagement of existing
land/water managers and
others
4. Key incentives for
engagement and to
communicate this
5. Existing funding
streams/future investors
including their
objectives/targets
Production and annual review
of River Catchment Record
Sheets to detail work
delivered, current threats,
future opportunities etc

Establish breeding populations
of threatened White-clawed
Crayfish at sites with ideal
habitat and remote from
invasive threats

High

2019 - 2020 Not
applicable

Staff time

High

2019-2024

Staff time

Not
applicable

c. Target land management improvements where diffuse water pollution or surface and groundwater issues identified
Facilitate land
Individual LCSP, NE,
Higher-tier, Mid-tier and
High
2019 -2024 Good
To be
management
Stream/
LWCS,
capital only agreements will
ecological
identified
scheme/s
River
LCC, AW
continue to be promoted and
status /
on
Catchment
advised by NE and other
potential by
project
sources (e.g. Farm and Land
2024
basis

Providing an
ongoing review
and assessment
of delivery;
aiding future
work
prioritisation
Establishment
of secure
breeding
populations of
White-clawed
Crayfish

Current

An opportunity
to secure wider
resourcing to
help aid
landscape- scale

Current

Current
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Management Advice) over the
next 5 year period to support
the protection and
enhancement of the chalk
stream network.

Facilitate land
management
scheme/s

Farms
registered
in Great
Eau CSFF

LCSP,
LWCS, NE

Land management options
and, or, capital items will be
introduced as appropriate to
mitigate any soil erosion and
chemical run-off into chalk
stream tributaries
Great Eau Countryside
Stewardship Facilitation Fund
(CSFF 050008)
Schemes and voluntary
approaches, including cluster
farm groups, which identify
and address:
- diffuse, surface and
groundwater issues
impacting on chalk stream
habitat quality
- land/water managers
sharing best practice
- learning and development
opportunities
- promoting “ownership” to
encourage long term
behavioural changes

approach, in
addition to
targeted advice
and special
projects
pertinent to
water and
natural
management

Prevent
deterioration

High

2019 -2021

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

£14k per
year

Increased
Current
landowner
interest and
engagement in
the protection
and
enhancement of
the Great Eau
Development of
further
collaborative
projects to
demonstrate
sustainable
farming and
positive habitat
management
techniques
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Identify methods to continue
legacy of current CSFF postscheme

Target advice on
priority sites

Various

LCSP,
LWCS, NE

Provide advice and guidance
to landowners, farmers and
communities, including
sharing of local good practice.
Catchment Sensitive Farming
(CSF) overlaps with the LCSP
area on most streams on the
western edge from the Rase,
the Great and Long Eau and
parts of the Laceby and
Waithe Becks. Mid-Tier
applicants including capital
items prefixed with 'RP' code
will need endorsement from
CSF for these. Contact either
LCSP or NE CSF Officer.

2019 -2021

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Staff time

Investigate and
develop means
of support for
farmers and
landowners and
seek external
funding to
support PO/MO
in collaborative
projects to
demonstrate
sustainable
farming and
positive habitat
management
techniques
Increased
awareness of
the chalk steam
and blow well
resource
amongst the
landowner
community and
wider public

Current

Current

A range of
exemplar
projects
successfully
delivered and
promoted as
good practice
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Target advice on
priority sites

Securing ongoing
engagement with
stakeholders

Various

LCSP,
LWCS, NE

All
Partners

Design advice and guidance
leaflets for landowners to help
with long-term maintenance

Work through organisations
including the Campaign for the
Farmed Environment and NFU
to secure high levels of
engagement with landowners
and farmers

Medium 2019 - 2020 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

High

£3k

Prevent
deterioration
2019 - 2024 Good
Staff time
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

d. Source external funding to deliver large scale chalk stream enhancements and surveys
Applications to
LCSP area/ All
LWCS – Sustainable
High
2019 -2024
Partners for
Individual Partners
Development Fund, Small
funding
Stream/
Grant Scheme
River
AW – Flourishing Environment
2019 -2020
Catchment
Grant
EA – Water Environment
2019 -2024
Grant (WEG), Water
Environment Improvement
Fund (WEIF), Flood and
Coastal Risk Management
(FCRM) maintenance funding
GLNP – Recording Fund

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

To be
identified
on
project
basis

Greater
Ongoing
awareness and
delivery of
ongoing
maintenance –
maximising
wider benefits
and returns
Opportunities to Current
discuss and
review
catchment-wide
water
management
issues and
develop
effective and
sustainable
solutions
Maximise
external funding
packages to aid
ongoing LCSP
delivery

Current

Prevent
deterioration
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NE – CS Facilitation Fun
– ELMS
Applications to
external funders

Investigate 'not
for profit' status
to aid review of
LCSP resourcing
and future
governance

LCSP area/ All
Individual Partners
Stream/
River
Catchment

LCSP area

All
Partners

Agree project area and brief
for HLF funding through
schemes announced on
30/01/2019 (Small, Medium
and Large Grant Schemes)

High

2019 -2020
Quarterly
up to 2021
TBC
September
2019

Agree project area and brief
for ECCF funding through
schemes in NLC, NELC, WLDC
and ELDC ECCF areas (coastal
strip to approximately 5km
inland)

August
2019

Agree project area and brief
for LAZ (or its successor
through the Rural
Development Programme)
funding

2019 - 2024

Explore opportunities derived
from the NG 'Viking Link'
cabling project
Research legal background to
company and charitable status
to include Community Interest
Organisation, Community
Interest Company, and
Company Limited by
guarantee

High

April to
September
2019

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

To be
identified
on
project
basis

Continue to
review and seek
strategic
funding
packages to
help support
running costs of
core staff and
maximise rollout of future
work
programme

Current

Staff time

Informing the
LCSP Steering
Group and key
funding
partners on
range of future
governance

Current

Prevent
deterioration

Not
applicable
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models; helping
to aid future
flexibility
e. Improve groundwater and Blow Well management by targeting landowners with advice
Knowledge-gap
Various
All
Review previous work on Blow
High
2019 - 2024 Not
analysis and
Partners
Wells and database to assess
applicable
update Blow
coverage
Wells Database
Use those of interest to
develop project to target
contacts with landowners,
heritage groups, community
groups

Advice for
landowners

Various

All
Partners

Provide management and
guidance for at least one Chalk
Blow Well habitat per year.

Staff time
£20k for
environm
ental
archaeolo
gy

High

2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

Staff time

High

2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

To be
identified
on
project

Possible future consideration
in annual review of action plan
– NE SSSI condition work may
get extra funding in the future

Blow well
heritage

Various

All
Partners

Investigate and develop links
with local heritage/history
groups in areas with blow
wells identified as priorities

Explore and
Current
record location
and condition of
blow wells,
identifying
those that
require
management
and/or can be
included in work
to promote
blow wells and
their natural
and cultural
heritage
Engage
Ongoing
landowners in
managing blow
wells, using
Tetney Blow
Wells and Far
Ings Blow Wells
SSSIs as
exemplars of
management
Develop work to Ongoing
record the
cultural heritage
of blow wells
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basis

Blow Wells
Group Meetings

Various

LCC, AW,
EA, LWT,
NELC, NLC,
HNP, YDG

Run 2 meetings per year

Medium 2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

Staff time

and links to
community and
economic use
Review status
and develop
work streams to
raise awareness
of blow wells

Current

f. Comment on WFD, CFMP, CAMS and new agri-environment schemes, Local Plans and planning applications that are relevant
Provide specialist Various
All
Comments to EA, NE, LCC,
Medium 2019 - 2024 Good
Staff time Respond to key Ongoing
advice to prevent
Partners,
LWCS and to planning
ecological
strategic plans
degradation of
NELC, NLC authorities on policy, grant
status /
and significant
chalk streams
scheme development and
potential by
development
and maximise
uptake, and planning issues
2024
proposals to
opportunities for
including the promotion of
help protect
future
Net Gain (see below).
Prevent
and enhance
enhancements
deterioration
the chalk
stream and
blow well
resource
Provide specialist Various
All
Incorporate Net Gain into
2019 - 2024 Good
Staff time Encourage
Ongoing
advice to prevent
Partners,
advice and consultation
ecological
sympathetic and
degradation of
NELC, NLC comments. NE seeking to
status /
sustainable
chalk streams
embed Net Gain in planning
potential by
water and flood
and maximise
assessments and wider.
2024
management
opportunities for
solutions, aiding
future
Prevent
net gain for
enhancements
deterioration
wider
biodiversity
Provide specialist Various
All
Nature Recovery Areas:
2019 - 2024 Good
Staff time Input into
Current
advice to prevent
Partners,
opportunities for designation
ecological
designation of
degradation of
NELC, NLC have linkages between NGOs
status /
NRAs
chalk streams
promoting NRAs and NE, who
potential by
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and maximise
opportunities for
future
enhancements

will have a commitment as
part of the 25yr EP to the
aspiration that there will be 25
Nature Recovery Areas.

2024
Prevent
deterioration
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2. Raise awareness of chalk streams and related features and their importance
a. Raise awareness and promote the value of Lincolnshire Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
Talks

Various

All
Partners

Aim to deliver 2 talks a year to
promote the work of the LCSP

Walks

Various

All
Partners

Aim to provide 2 guided walks
to promote the work of the
LCSP and engage local
communities.

Events

Various

All
Partners

Attend 3 relevant events to
promote the work of the LCSP
to schools, local communities
and potential volunteers

Medium 2019 -2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

High

2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

Staff time

High

2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

Staff time

Promote LCSP
to local
community and
wider interest
groups
Encourage
wider public
interest and
engagement in
the work of the
LCSP
Utilise wider
community and
partnership
events to help
highlight the
project's
achievements
and encourage
future local
engagement

Ongoing

Target
community
events to raise
awareness of
LCSP in areas of
current and
near future
project work

Ongoing

Current

Current
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b. Promote educational engagement with Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
'Mayfly in the
Various
WTT
Continue to promote the
Medium 2019 - 2024 Not
Classroom'
'Mayfly in the Classroom'
applicable
Project
initiative. Aim to annually
deliver 2 Mayfly in the
Classroom projects

Work with
Colleges and
Universities

Various

All
Partners

Work with
Colleges and
Universities

Various,
EA, NE,
Great Eau, LCC, LWCS
Blow Wells

Deliver presentation and
practical sessions to
Riseholme College students
and Lincoln University
students based on curriculum
priorities.

Developing relations with
universities to identify
research projects (eg
PhD/Masters) to either pick up
projects which could further
knowledge of chalk streams or
develop specific PhD
proposals.

High

2019 - 2024 Not
applicable

Medium 2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Staff time

Staff time

Staff time
To be
identified
on
project
basis

Supporting
Current
practical science
in the classroom
and field to help
promote the
special qualities
of our local
chalk streams
Furthering
Current
positive links
with colleges
and universities
to help provide
relevant training
and study
opportunities
that can assist
the data
gathering for,
and assessment
of, the chalk
stream and
blow well
resource
As above – to
New
include use of
targeted
research or
commission
specific work
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LWT currently has good links
with Lincoln University as does
NE who also work with
Sheffield University. There is
potential to develop work
with Nottingham Trent
University (Ecohydrology) and
Hull University.

Pursue initiatives
based on
curriculum

Various

All
Partners

The Open
University/Santander Student
Placement Scheme provides
opportunities for 10-week
volunteer/intern placements
MO to continue to engage
with new initiatives based on
the National Curriculum

Medium 2019-2024

c. Promote community engagement with Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
Practical
Various
All
Aim to deliver 10 volunteer
High
2019-2024
conservation
Partners
practical conservation days
events
prioritising previous
restoration sites.

Not
applicable

Staff time

Aiding practical
science in the
classroom and
field to promote
interest in, and
understanding
of, our local
chalk streams

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time

Co-ordinating a Current
programme of
practical
conservation
enhancements,
especially to
help aid ongoing
management of
key restoration
sites

Prevent
deterioration

Current
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Community
engagement
projects

Various

All
Partners

Aim to work annually with 1
community to improve and
enhance their chalk stream
and encourage ownership.

High

2019-2024

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time

Prevent
deterioration

Practical
conservation
events

Practical
conservation
tasks

Various

Various

All
Partners

All
partners

Control of non-native species

Citizen Science approach to
species recording, eg Water
Vole population monitoring

Medium 2019-2024

Medium 2019-2024

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time
To be
identified
on
project
basis

Prevent
deterioration
Good
£20k
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Developing local
volunteer base
to aid life skills
for adults of all
ages and
backgrounds
Encouraging
Current
and supporting
community
action for chalk
stream
management –
helping to
promote an
active interest
in Lincolnshire's
chalk stream
resource
Testing and
Current
trialling
practical
solutions to
non-native
species on the
most sensitive
sites
Review and
New
utilise
programme of
action to help
complement
previous and
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Prevent
deterioration

Encourage
community
engagement on
local
interpretation

Various

LWCS,
LCSP

d. Promote the work of the LCSP
Website
LCSP area LCC, LWCS

Support future community
proposals for interpretation to
help promote the chalk
stream resource within the
Lincolnshire Wolds AONB

Update website to include
latest developments and
projects

Low

2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time
To be
identified
on
project
basis

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

Regular monitoring of website
use to evaluate effectiveness
Develop new website

Social Media

LCSP area

All
Partners

Continue inputs to Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram.
Periodically review emerging
avenues of promotion through
new social media platforms.

£5k

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

ongoing
voluntary
survey
programmes
Encourage
increased
awareness of
the cultural and
environmental
qualities of the
chalk stream
resource,
especially
around its
springs and
headwaters
Providing cost
effective
promotion to a
wide range of
audiences –
increasing the
opportunities
for public
engagement in
events and
activities.
As above, and
reviewing and
securing
opportunities to
reach out to a

Ongoing

Current

Current
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Press, Television
and Radio

LCSP area

All
Partners

LCSP to ensure that all tweets
go to partners for them to use
and send out.
Issue press releases when
required, respond to requests
for interviews/input to
programmes.
Input from partners should be
actively sought when press
releases are being drafted.

younger
audience
Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

Successfully
promoting the
project to an
ever expanding
audience –
recognising the
contributions of
the key funding
partners and
increasing wider
understanding
of the special
qualities,
natural capital
value and
cultural value of
the chalk
stream and
blow well
resource

Current
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3. Improve our knowledge of Lincolnshire's chalk stream habitats
a. Deliver catchment characterisation of main river chalk streams
Opportunity
Mapping

Main River
Characterisation

LCSP area

All
Partners

LCSP area/ All
Individual Partners
Stream/
River
Catchment

Capture information for each
river/stream catchment to
include:
- Advice/recommendations
from fluvial audits and
other studies
commissioned by LCSP
and EA
- WFD condition
- Issues
- Previous LCSP
interventions and
management
- Agri-environment
schemes including CSFF
- CSF
- Gaps where projects could
achieve greater
connectivity
Produce river characterisation
for each river/catchment
system to show connection of
ecosystem across hydrological,
geomorphological and
ecological processes, as well
as temporal and spatial scales.

High

2019-2020

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

£10k

Produce map
and record
sheet for each
river/stream
catchment

New

£20k

Catchment
New
studies to
include
hydrological,
geomorphologic
al and ecological
processes

Prevent
deterioration

High

2019-2020

Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Use existing fluvial audits of
Great Eau and River Lymn to
develop further audits of chalk
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streams to feed into these.

Recording of
Native and NonNative Invasive
Species

All
Partners,
GLNP

Potential for training for staff
in Ecohydrology,
Hydrogeomorphology, and
NFM Management
Identify species where current
data needs to be updated (eg
Water Vole, American Mink,
White-clawed Crayfish)

Medium 2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Develop and seek funding for
Citizen Science programmes

£50k

Prevent
deterioration

Citizen Science programme
implementation

Engaging with
new audiences
and community
groups to
enhance local
skills base in
recording

New

Additional
survey counts
undertaken to
complement
existing
recording and
specialist
surveys

b. Implement pre and post monitoring on site-specific river restoration schemes
Surveys on sitespecific river
restoration
schemes

Various

All
Partners

Implement post-monitoring
surveys at recently restored
sites

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Staff time
To be
identified
on
project
basis

Developing
knowledge base
of aquatics and
marginal plant
and animal
species to
further
evidence base;

Current

Where relevant,
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Surveys on sitespecific river
restoration
schemes

Various

LCSP, EA

Work with EA Fisheries team
to undertake surveys on
previously restored sites and
sites in forthcoming Annual
Work Programme

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time

review and
amend future
project designs
As above, in
respect of dish
and aquatic
fauna
populations

Ongoing

Prevent
deterioration

c. Local Wildlife Sites
Identify and
designate
suitable Local
Wildlife Sites
(LWS)

LCSP area

GLNP

Investigate the potential for
chalk stream sites to be
designated with LWS status,
and work with GLNP to
establish designation

Low

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time

Prevent
deterioration

Ensure existing
chalk river LWS
are in favourable
condition

LCSP area

All
partners,
GLNP

Monitor sites annually, where
possible

Medium 2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Staff time

Further new
chalk stream
LWSs would
provide a
further positive
success story for
the LCSP and
help aid
dialogue with
relevant
landowner(s)
Provide an
opportunity for
ongoing review
of both insteam and
adjacent habitat
management
and providing
an important
indicator for

Ongoing

Ongoing
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wider condition
monitoring

d. Implement Riverfly Monitoring Initiative
Use RMI to
monitor water
quality

LCSP area

LCSP, EA,

Continually monitor volunteer
results and highlight
improvements or concerns to
relevant authorities to enable
direct action if necessary

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

Staff time

Prevent
deterioration

Recruit and run
training for RMI
volunteers

Recruit and run
training for RMI
volunteers

LCSP area

LCSP area

LCSP, EA,
LWT

LCSP

When funding permits recruit
up to 12 RMI volunteers
annually.

Liaise with Riseholme College,
Lincoln University, Hull
University for placement
opportunities for students to
identify species and collate
information (office-based)

High

High

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

£1,000
per year

Prevent
deterioration
2019 - 2024 Good
£500 per
ecological
year
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Active
monitoring of
sites to
supplement EA
and AW
recording
stations; aiding
swift response
times to any
potentially
harmful
accidents/
incidents
Positive
engagement
with local
volunteers,
providing fresh
stimulus to the
programme

Current

Ongoing

Further
Current
academic links
to enhance local
skills training,
and enhance
the chalk
stream and
blow well
knowledge base
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Develop national
working for RMI

LCSP area
and
national
partner
areas

LCSP, EA,
RP, NHM

Work with EA, the Riverfly
Partnership and other
invested partners to trial
extended surveying
programme with an aim to
achieve a system for national
adoption

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time

Adoption of
nationallyagreed
methodology;
Sharing skills
and experience
with peers at a
national level.

Current

In doing so, help
raise the profile
of the LCSP
e. Training and Development Activities
Staff training and LCSP area LCC, LWCS
CPD

Apprenticeship
and Internships

LCSP area

LCC, LWCS

Volunteers and
Landowners

LCSP area

All
partners

Use LCC Performance and
Development Appraisal
system to identify appropriate
training and development
opportunities

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Use apprenticeships and
internships to help with career
development and support the
work of the staff team
Develop series of training
events to increase knowledge
and practical skills that will
improve and restore chalk
stream habitats

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Medium 2019-2024

Not
applicable

Staff time
Costs
identified
per
individual
course
Staff time

Staff time
Costs per
course for
trainer/
facilitator
to lead
delivery

Identify courses
and networking
opportunities to
maintain
knowledge and
increase skills of
LCSP staff
Identify
opportunities to
provide
placements
Deliver short
courses of up to
one day in
techniques such
as in-stream
management,
NFM, etc

Current

Current

Current
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4. Work collaboratively to maximise benefits and meet the Project's aims
NAAONB

Various

LWCS

River and
Wetland BAP
Meetings

LWT
Horncastle

GLNP,
LCSP, LWT

Officers will attend Northern
Area and National AONB
meetings where possible
PO and/or MO to attend
meetings

Low

2019-2024

Not
applicable

Medium 2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024

£250 per
year

Ongoing

Staff time

Positive
Current
engagement
and networking
in the context of
the county's
Nature Strategy

Prevent
deterioration

Raise profile,
enhance
knowledge base
and share best
practice

Various

LCSP

Share knowledge base and
best practice guidance with:
 Lincolnshire Rivers Trust
 Catchment Sensitive
Farming
 Championing the Farmed
Environment
 Lincolnshire's Biodiversity
Opportunity Mapping
 Working with Natural
Processes community

Low

2019 - 2024 Good
ecological
status /
potential by
2024
Prevent
deterioration

Staff time

Current

Contributing to
shaping future
Nature Strategy
Opportunity to
Ongoing
showcase issues
and activity to
wider partners –
exploring and
developing
future strategic
and projectbased synergies
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Annual Work Programme
The Delivery Plan will be implemented through an Annual Work Programme to be agreed
and kept under review at the quarterly meetings of the Steering Group. The Project Officer
and Monitoring Officer will update the Steering Group through production of brief monthly
updates, reports to the Steering Group and a year-end Report for use by Steering Group
partners for their own reporting (eg the Lincolnshire Wolds AONB Annual Reports) . The
Delivery Plan will be reviewed each year to take account of implementation of projects,
current circumstances, and future resourcing and governance opportunities.

Project Monitoring and Evaluation
Pre- and post- enhancement monitoring of projects will take place in years 1, 3 and 5 of, or
after project start, and will be implemented utilising Environment Agency staff and data
from routine programmes or ecological consultants where possible. This will be supported
by data collected from the Riverfly volunteers and supplemented with riparian monitoring
from camera traps, if feasible.
Monitoring surveys will consist of surveying WFD species, particularly macro invertebrates
and fish species to track changes in population dynamics. Ideally this will be completed in
the summer and autumn following project completion. Opportunities for expanding local
recording will also be explored, in
particular through reviewing links with
local colleges and voluntary/community
activity as detailed.
Project monitoring and evaluation will also
be undertaken to meet any conditions
that apply to successful funding
applications from external funding
sources, and will be prepared and
undertaken using any methodology
required by such funders.
Monitoring surveys (©GLNP)
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Glossary
Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB)

An AONB is a designated exceptional landscape whose
distinctive character and natural beauty are precious enough
to be safeguarded in the national interest. AONBs are
protected and enhanced for nature, people, business and
culture.

Blow Well

A type of groundwater spring, which flows through the chalk
under clay. Where there is an opening in the clay from the
chalk to the surface and there is enough (artesian) pressure,
the groundwater emerges.

Catchment

An area of land where precipitation collects and drains off
into a common outlet, such as into a river, bay, or
other body of water.

Chalk Stream

Streams that originate in and flow through chalk hills
towards the sea. Due to the filtering effect of the chalk their
waters are alkaline and very clear.

Ecohydrology

An interdisciplinary scientific field studying the interactions
between water and ecological systems.

Ecosystem Services

The benefits provided by ecosystems that contribute to
making human life both possible and worth living, seen
either as 'goods' or 'services'.

Hydrogeomorphology

An interdisciplinary science that focuses on the interaction
and linkage of hydrological processes with landforms or
earth materials.

Landscape Scale

Referring to actions that cover a large spatial scale, usually
addressing a range of ecosystem processes, conservation
objectives and land uses.

Natural Capital

The elements of nature that either directly or indirectly
bring value to people and the country at large.

Riverfly Monitoring

Sampling the populations of species including mayflies,
caddis flies and stone flies as indicators to gain information
and assess the health of rivers.
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Appendix 1: Policy Framework
CaBA and WFD

AWS AMP6

LWCS AONB Management
Plan 2018-2023

LCC Natural Environment
Strategy 2012-2018

Greater Lincolnshire BAP
(3rd ed, 2015)

Policy9 :
RSPP2 – To rehabilitate
streams and rivers to enhance
their biodiversity and
ecological status where
appropriate and consistent
with flood defence
requirements and WFD
targets

Objective 2: Provide a clear
long-term direction and
business case for the Council's
involvement and investment
in improvement and
management of the natural
environment. This supports
key partner strategies locally
and nationally, maximises the
resources available locally and
brought in externally, and
ensures Council resources are
used to the greatest effect in
combination with those of
partners

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01 – Restore and
enhance 90km of the physical
habitat of chalk streams by
2020
LIN3_CHS_T02 – Restore and
enhance 20 chalk streams or
blow wells through
management by 2020

1. Securing Environmental Improvements
a. Implement LCSP Annual Work Programme
Improve or maintain water
body status by 2027

9

Framework for future
activities for groundwater
nitrate:
Monitoring:
Abstraction point monitoring,
Monitoring programme
review, Annual trend review,
Share outputs with EA
Modelling:
Acquire datasets, Develop
Lincs Limestone groundwater
model
Stakeholder engagement:
Engage with EA, Submit
information for SgZ action
plans, Engage with catchment
stakeholders, deliver
presentations
Third party initiative support:
Support relevant technical

Actions:
RSPA3 – Facilitate, support
and promote the LCSP under
the guidance of its Steering
Group
RSPA4 – Influence and work
with landowners to introduce
a variety of in-stream and
bankside enhancement
measures

Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A01 – Maintain,
restore and enhance the
characteristic habitats and
associated species of chalk
streams in Lincolnshire by
working with land managers
LIN3_CHS_A03 – Ensure that
development adjacent to, or
directly impacting on chalk

Where policies and actions are repeated, only the relevant policy/action reference number is included after first use
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groups, Support relevant third
party work
Risk assessment:
Risk assess abstractions

RSPA5 – Coordinate delivery
of the partnership Countryside
Stewardship Facilitation Fund
in the Great Eau catchment

streams, springs and blow
wells is minimised by advising
civil engineering programmes,
developers and landowners in
the planning stages
LIN3_CHS_A04 – Target agrienvironment schemes and
other grants to benefit the
management of chalk
streams, springs and blow
wells
LIN3_CHS_A05 – Deliver
specific advice on river
corridor and catchment
management to riparian
owners, land managers and
fishery organisations and
achieve practical
enhancements of chalk
streams and springs

b. Maintain, restore and enhance the characteristic habitats and associated species of chalk streams in Lincolnshire by working with land managers.
Mitigation measures such as:
Enhancements will go towards Policies:
Objective 4: Support
Policies:
a. river habitat/channel
meeting biodiversity targets:
RSPP1 – To maximise the
initiatives that add to the
LIN3_CHS_T01
narrowing to contribute to
extent of low-input land
biodiversity and amenity value LIN3_CHS_T02
improvement of WFD
Priority areas for activities:
management adjacent to all
of existing areas and sites by
status
rivers and streams and utilise
creating links between them
Actions:
b. developing techniques to
Covenham Reservoir, Grimsby floodplains to minimise
or extending them as
LIN3_CHS_A01
improve flows reducing
Ancholme Louth Chalk Unit,
impact of flooding in
appropriate
LIN3_CHS_A03
sedimentation of
Groundwater Barnoldby,
residential areas
Objective 6: Identify
LIN3_CHS_A04
watercourses
Barrow, Barton, Littlecoates,
RSPP2
opportunities to improve the
LIN3_CHS_A05
Ulceby,
Thornton
Curtis,
quality
and
functioning
of
c. designs that will allow for
Actions:
ecosystem services. This will
impacts of climate change Winterton Holmes, Goxhill,
Harbrough, Healing, Little
RSPA1 – Promote and develop include joint working between
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London River, River Waithe
lower catchment (to Tetney
Lock)

agri-environment schemes
and woodland planting
schemes to enhance the
AONB's river valley landscapes
where appropriate
RSPA2 – Create low-input
managed land adjacent to the
area's streams and rivers
RSPA3
RSPA4

service areas and partner
organisations through green
infrastructure, historic
environment and protected
landscape projects

c. Target land management improvements where diffuse water pollution or surface and groundwater contamination identified
a. Engage with landowners
Water bodies currently under Policies:
Objective 4
Policies:
to encourage entry into
NEP Investigation are:
BP3- To support and
Objective 8: Develop a
LIN3_CHS_T01
agri-environment schemes East Halton Beck, Skitter Beck encourage agricultural
consistent approach to
LIN3_CHS_T02
b. Engage with landowners
and Laceby Beck
guidance and good practices
working with local
to encourage compliance
that protect, enhance and
communities, businesses,
Actions:
with Farming Rules for
Promoting improved land
restore wildlife habitats across landowners, farmers and
LIN3_CHS_A01
Water
management reducing nitrate the AONB, helping to minimise voluntary organisations,
LIN3_CHS_A04
run-off will contribute to
regulatory enforcement
helping local communities
LIN3_CHS_A05
AMP6 target of improving
RSPP1
manage their own
drinking water standards
RSPP2
environmental assets and
providing partner
Actions:
organisations with clarity
about the Council's priorities
BA5 – Continued promotion
for, and commitment to, the
through agri-environment
scheme/s and Catchment
natural environment
Sensitive Farming (CSF)
initiatives
RSPA1
RSPA2
RAPA4
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d. Source external funding to deliver large scale chalk stream enhancements and surveys
Application to the Water
AMP 6 programme has the
Environment Grant
Flourishing Environment Grant

Objective 3: Use LCC's
resources and responsibilities
to achieve a strategic
approach to managing the
natural environment (a
'landscape-scale' approach).
This means a focus on key
strategic sites and areas,
respecting international,
national and local protection.
It also makes best use of the
opportunities provided by
existing landscape and historic
landscape character areas and
assessments, and maximises
community and economic
benefit

e. Improve groundwater and Blow Well management by targeting landowners with advice
Provide management and
Priority areas for activities:
Policies:
Objective 4
guidance for landowners to
Covenham Reservoir, Grimsby RSPP4 – To continue to
reduce impact on the chalk
Ancholme Louth Chalk Unit:
further our understanding of
unit
Groundwater Barnoldby,
the springs and pond resource
Barrow, Barton, Littlecoates,
found across the Wolds
Ulceby, Thornton Curtis,
RSPP6 – To influence any
Winterton Holmes, Goxhill,
future water storage schemes
Harbrough, Healing, Little
to encourage multiple
London
benefits for biodiversity,
landscape, flood prevention
and wider ecosystem goods
and services
RSPP7 – To seek to maintain

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T02
Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A04
LIN3_CHS_A05
LIN3_CHS_A08 – Identify and
map the location of
capped/intercepted blow
wells
LIN3_CHS_A09 – Work with
landowners/ managers to
restore the blow wells
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groundwater levels and their
seasonal fluctuations
wherever possible to
safeguard rivers, streams,
springs and ponds sufficient to
retain characteristic wildlife
communities

identified in A08

Actions:
RSPA10 – Encourage
continued mapping of the
small wetland resource across
the AONB, utilising volunteer
assistance where possible
RSPA11 – Provide advice and
encourage practical
enhancements for pond, lake
and wetland management and
where appropriate creation
RSPA12 – Provide relevant
advice and support on any
forthcoming storage or flood
alleviation schemes
RSPA14 – Seek to influence
the development of all
relevant Catchment
Abstraction Management
Strategies (CAMS) and
Catchment Sensitive Farming
(CSF) programmes to
safeguard AONB interests
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f. Comment on WFD, CFMP, CAMS and new agri-environment schemes, Local Plans and planning applications that are relevant
Prevent deterioration of WFD
Policies:
Objective 5: Promote use of
Policies:
waterbodies
RSPP6
ecological expertise and best
LIN3_CHS_T01
RSPP7
available evidence to support
LIN3_CHS_T02
policy, decision-making and
Actions:
monitoring of Council services, Actions:
RSPA12
particularly the Lincolnshire
LIN3_CHS_A03
RSPP13 – Monitor, maintain
Biodiversity Action Plan, the
and enhance the biological
Lincolnshire Geodiversity
grading and flow rates of
Action Plan, the Lincolnshire
streams and rivers in the
Local Site System and the
AONB
Lincolnshire Environmental
RSPA14
Records Centre which are
endorsed and managed
through the Greater
Lincolnshire Nature
Partnership
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2. Awareness Raising and Engagement
a. Raise awareness and promote the value of Lincolnshire Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
Project Officer will aim to get
people actively involved to
encourage a sense of
ownership of watercourses

Policies:
BP4 – Utilising the concept of
natural capital to develop and
promote general awareness
and appreciation of the
wildlife of the AONB and
maximise the benefits of
wider socio-economic gains
including utilising wider links
to the local nature tourism
offer
RSPP3 – To raise community
awareness and where
possible, community
involvement of the rich
diversity of water habitats
within the Wolds and how
their actions impact upon this
resource
IP1 – To provide visitors and
residents with a greater
understanding and
appreciation of what makes
the Lincolnshire Wolds a
special place, encouraging
interpretation facilities and
services that can be utilised by
all

Objective 1 – Establish a
method of demonstrating the
value of Lincolnshire's natural
environment to the economy,
education, health and wellbeing of local communities,
businesses and visitors to the
county
Objective 8

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01
LIN3_CHS_T02
Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A06 – Promote the
value of Lincolnshire chalk
streams and raise awareness
of their associated species and
threats (target statutory
agencies, landowners, angling
clubs, schools, community
groups as well as the general
public)
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Actions:
BA6 – Seek to influence and
shape appropriate targeting
via future agri-environment
scheme/s
RSPA5
RSPA6 – Facilitate a series of
local events to increase public
awareness of the Wolds'
wetland heritage
RSPA7 – Provide a range of
specialist talks, demonstration
events and guided walks
under the LWCS/LCSP banner
IPA1 – Facilitate an
interpretive walks and events
programme across the Wolds
linking with local partnership
initiatives
b. Promote educational engagement with Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
Policies:
RSPP3
Actions:
RSPA5
RSPA6
RSPA7

Objective 9 – Develop a
programme of educational
activities to inform and
involve young people and the
wider community

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01
LIN3_CHS_T02
Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A06

c. Promote community engagement with Chalk Streams and their natural heritage
Include within the information
how work being delivered
contributes to achieving the
WFD objectives so the general
public are kept informed
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d. Promote the work of the LCSP
Include within the information
how the work being delivered
is contributing to achieve the
objectives of the WFD so the
general public are kept
informed
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3. Improved Resource Definition
a. Deliver catchment characterisation of main river chalk streams
Use CaBA funding to collate
informative data to aid
decision making process for
catchment improvements

Policies:
RSPP7
Actions:
RSPA14

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01
LIN3_CHS_T02
Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A02 – Monitor the
impacts of site specific river/
riverside restoration schemes
with pre- and post-scheme
monitoring surveys

b. Implement pre and post monitoring on site-specific river restoration schemes
The Project Officer will collate
date so that it can be used to
show change and project
success/failure

Policies:
BP1 – To survey and monitor
key habitats and species
within the AONB in-line with
Lincolnshire, national and
international aspirations for
biodiversity
RSPP7

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01
LIN3_CHS_T02
Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A02

Actions:
BA1 – Review and develop
further baseline data to
increase understanding and
improve monitoring of the
AONB
BA2 – Encourage
community/voluntary
biodiversity recording
BA3 – Continue to research
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the spread and impact of
invasive species on the
biodiversity of the AONB
RSPA11
RSPA15 – Comment, monitor
and respond to new
implications form the Water
Framework Directive

c. Local Wildlife Sites
Collate pre- and post-scheme
monitoring data in years 1, 3
and 5

AW investing in management
of SSSIs to keep them, or bring
them into, favourable
condition:
Barton-on-Humber WRC,
Grimsby Pyewipe WRC,
Tetney Blow Wells WTW

Policies:
BP1

Policies:
LIN3_CHS_T01
LIN3_CHS_T02

Actions:
BA1
BA2
BA3

Actions:
LIN3_CHS_A02

d. Implement Riverfly Monitoring Initiative
Collate data to quantify WFD
classifications

Policies:
BP1

Objective 4

Actions:
BA1
BA2
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4. Collaborative Working
To encourage local
collaboration and more
transparent decision-making
when both planning and
delivering activities to
improve the water
environment

Objective 7 – Strengthen
strategic partnership working
with individual partner
organisations and support the
successful development of the
Greater Lincolnshire Nature
Partnership
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Appendix 2: Lincolnshire Chalk Streams Project Steering Group
Lincolnshire Wolds
Countryside
Service

Funding Partner and LCSP Host Organisation
The LWCS is the AONB unit responsible for co-ordinating the delivery
and review of the Lincolnshire Wolds AONB Management Plan.
Member of the Greater Lincolnshire Nature Partnership (GLNP)

Steve Jack (LWCS Manager)
stephen.jack@lincolnshire.gov.uk
01522 555781
Helen Gamble (Project Officer)
helen.gamble@lincolnshire.gov.uk
01522 555785

Lincolnshire
County Council

Funding Partner and overall host of the LCSP
LCC hosts the LWCS and therefore hosts LCSP: LCSP is part of the
wider Environment and Economy Director Area of LCC

Chris Miller (Team Leader – Countryside Services)
chris.miller@lincolnshire.gov.uk
01522 782070

Environment
Agency

Funding Partner
EA undertake monitoring of water quality as part of their statutory
regulatory duties as well as bespoke surveying for LCSP. Member of
the GLNP

Richard Chadd (Senior Environmental Monitoring
Officer)
richard.chadd@environment-agency.gov.uk
0203 025 1994
Chris Extence (Analysis and Reporting Team
Leader)
chris.extence@environment-agency.gov.uk
0203
Alex Pickwell (Environmental Monitoring Officer)
alex.pickwell@environment-agency.gov.uk
0203 025 1973
Sarah Swift (Catchment Co-ordinator, Witham and
Ancholme)
sarah.swift@environment-agency.gov.uk
0203 025 5047
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Anglian Water
Services

Funding Partner
AWS have a vested interest in the improved management of the
water environment as well as a landowner with responsibilities for
SSSI management and discharge quality. Member of the GLNP

Mike Drew
mDrew@anglianwater.co.uk
07894 971157
Kelly Hewson-Fisher
kHF@anglianwater.co.uk

Lincolnshire
Wildlife Trust

LWT own and manage a number of reserves and SSSIs with a chalk
stream element. They also have a significant volunteer database
and can supply wood products for stream restoration. Member and
host of the GLNP

Tammy Smalley (Head of Conservation)
TSmalley@linctrust.co.uk
Clare Sterling (Conservation Officer)
CSterling@lincstrust.co.uk
01507 526667

Natural England

NE works to create resilient landscapes and seas, put people at the
heart of the environment, and grow natural capital, and manages
Countryside Stewardship and its Facilitation Fund, and Catchment
Sensitive Farming. Member of the GLNP

Phil Gibson (Catchment Sensitive Farming Officer;
Water Resources Team)
Phil.Gibson@naturalengland.org.uk
07786 800499
Vanessa McNaughton (Land Management Lead
Adviser; Historic, Coastal and Landscapes Team)
Vanessa.McNaughton@naturalengland.org.uk
0208 026 8503

The Wild Trout
Trust

WTT are an organisation established to conserve and enhance
wetland habitats for trout.

Shaun Leonard (Director)
director@wildtrout.org
07974 861908
Dr Tim Jacklin (Conservation Officer)
tjacklin@wildtrout.org
07876 525457
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Appendix 3: LCSP Volunteer, Education and Community Engagement
2014 – 2019
Volunteer Work Parties: 2014 - 19
Date
Feb 2015
Apr 2015
Sep 2015
Mar 2016
Oct 2016
Mar 2017
Oct 2017
Nov 2017
Dec 2017
Jan 2018
Feb 2018
Mar 2018
May 2018
Jul 2018
Aug 2018
Sep 2018
Nov 2018
Dec 2018
Jan 2019
Feb 2019
Mar 2019
TOTAL:

Location
Classroom in the Woods
Classroom in the Woods
Snipe Dales
Brigsley - Mike Harrington
Ashby cum Fenby
Thorganby
Brookenby/Stainton le Vale
Brigsley
Belleau
Hubbards Hills
Churn Water Heads Springs
Owmby beck
Cuxwold
Ashby cum Fenby
Croxby
Hatcliffe
Aby / Belleau
Brigsley
Donington on Bain
River Rase Headwaters
Orford Beck
21

Attendees
8
5
6
5
6
10
6
4
5
5
7
4
10
10
4
2
9
2
7
10
8
133

Educational Projects: 2014 - 19
Date
Mar 2015
May 2015
Jun 2015
Jul 2015
Jul 2015
Sep 2015
Aug 2016
Apr 2016
May 2016
May 2016
Jul 2016
Jul 2016
Jul 2016
Jul 2016

Educational Establishment
Tetford Primary School
Tetford Primary School
St Lawrence School, Horncastle
Partney Primary School (Practical)
Partney Primary School (Presentation)
Hundleby Outreach Project
Sir Robert Pattison Sixth Form
Greenwich House Primary (Practical)
Greenwich House Primary (Presentation)
North Kesteven Secondary
Lincoln Christ hospital
Home Educated group
William Barcroft Primary
East Ravendale Primary

Pupils

Adults
20
60
7
15
15
11
5
18
17
11
15
22
30
50

4
3
2
5
2
9
1
2
1
2
2
11
3
3
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Jul 2016
Aug 2016
Mar 2017
Mar 2017
Jan 2018
Apr 2018
Apr 2018
Apr 2018
Oct 2018
Oct 2018
Feb 2019
TOTAL:

Nunsthorpe Primary
Co-op Youth Group
Riseholme College (Presentation)
Riseholme College (Practical)
Skegness Grammar
Riseholme College (Presentation)
Riseholme College (Practical)
Lincoln University (Presentation)
Kidgate Primary (Presentation)
Kidgate Primary (Practical)
Stanford Infant and Junior School, Laceby

16
14
11
7
20
9
9
14
50
50
25
521

7
8

1

3
4
3
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Events: 2014 - 19
Date
23/04/14
22/05/15

Event type
Talk
Guided Walk

Event Title
East Keal Parish Council
Walking festival - Horncastle

30/05/14
16/06/14
25/07/14

Guided Walk
Talk
Practical

28/01/15
01/02/15
04/02/15
18/02/15
09/03/15

Presentation
Guided Walk
Farming event
Farming event
Talk

14/03/15

Practical

29/03/15

Show

01/04/15

Childrens

09/04/15

Childrens

15/04/15
20/04/15

Talk
Talk

16/05/15

Guided Walk

16/05/15

Guided Walk

18/05/15

Guided Walk

Biodiversity Bingo - Hubbards Hills
U3A Bourne
Planting Plug Plants with Lincoln
Youth Group - Donington on Bain
Chalk Streams - Anglian Water event
Binbrook
Green Futures - Louth
Green Futures - Elsham
Grimsby Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
Group
Community Practical Day - Welton le
Wold
Countryside Lincs - Lincolnshire
Showground
HLF - Play in a Day - Donington on
Bain Village hall
HLF - Story telling - Classroom in the
Woods
Binbrook Gardening Group
Lindsay Piscatorials - Waltham British
Legion Club
Walking Festival - Stream dipping x 2 Welton le Wold
Walking Festival - Stream dipping x 2 Welton le Wold
Nettleton

Adults

Children
25
24
7
95
5

20
4
50+
50+
35

5
8

1

15
225+
20

16

7

11

26
8
9

11

25

10

12
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26/05/15

Guided Walk

07/06/15
2526/06/15
12/10/15
24/10/15
26/10/15
26/10/15

Event
Event

27/10/15

Childrens

28/10/15
29/10/15

Practical Day
Guided Walk

30/10/15
09/11/15
15/11/15

Family
Talk
Guided Walk

09/12/25
08/03/16

Practical Day
Education

10/03/16
12/03/16

Talk
Practical Day

24/03/16
30/03/16
31/03/16

Practical Day
Practical Day
Advisory Visit

01/04/16

Childrens

06/04/16
10/04/16

Childrens
Show

18/05/15
01/06/16

Walk
Childrens

02/06/16

Childrens

04/06/16

Event

05/06/16

Event

18/06/16

Clean up

2223/06/16

Event

Talk
Practical Day
Guided Walk
Childrens

Watery Bug Hunt - Hubbards Hills
Louth
Open Farm Sunday - Stainton le Vale
Lincolnshire show - Lincolnshire Show
Ground
Woodhall Rotary Club - Woodhall Spa
Horncastle 'RiverCare' - Horncastle
HLF - Donington on Bain
HLF - Play in a Day - Binbrook Village
Hall
HLF - Story telling - Tetford Village
Hall
HLF - Laceby Community Day
HLF - Guided walk and Stream Dipping
- Ashby cum Fenby
HLF - Finale at Hubbards Hills, Louth
Alford Wildlife Trust Group
Stream dipping with Royal Chemistry
Society - Hubbards Hills, Louth
Welton le Wold clean-up day
Sir Robert Pattison field trip, Snipe
Dales Country Park
Scunthorpe Wildlife Trust Group
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust Watch
Leader Session - Ashby cum Fenby
LCSP Volunteer Group - Brigsley
Laceby planting day
Advisory visit to local community Welton le Wold
Story telling - Tiddler - Tealby Village
Hall
Play in a Day - Donington on Bain
Countryside Lincs 16 - Lincolnshire
Showground
Nettleton Walk for LWWF
Rhubarb Theatre - storytelling and
stream dip HLF - Ashby cum Fenby
Hubbards Hills walk and stream dip
LWWF
Snipe Dales Open Day - Stream dip LWWF - Snipe Dales Nature Reserve
Open Farm Sunday - Pond dip Suttons Estates
Co-op Big Clean of Canal and River,
Louth
Lincolnshire Show - Lincolnshire Show
Ground

13

14

2500
15
15
5
9

2
9

7

9

7
10

3
12

14
13
5

6

12
5

0

25
11

4

0

5
7
6

0
6

6

9

7
360+

9

12
5

9

9

15

17

20

250+
13

1

1500+
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22/08/16
23/08/16

Guided Walk
Practical

24/08/16

Guided Walk

24/08/16
24/08/16
25/08/16
26/08/16

Childrens
Childrens
Childrens
Childrens

26/08/16

Guided Walk

08/10/16
12/02/17
13/03/17

Clean up
Clean up
Talk

04/04/17
09/04/17

Childrens
Event

11/04/17
25/04/17
30/05/17
30/05/17
31/05/17
01/06/17

Family
Talk
Childrens
LWWF
Childrens
Family

02/06/17
04/06/17
11/06/17
2122/06/17
21/08/17

LWWF Walk
LWWF
Event
Event

22/08/17

Event

22/08/17

Event

23/08/17

Event

23/08/17

Event

24/08/17

Walk

25/08/17

Event

03/04/18

Childrens

Event

HLF Festival - Guided Walk - Binbrook
HLF Festival - River Clean up - River
Rase, Market Rasen
HLF Festival - Hubbards Hills Guided
walk,
HLF Festival - Hubbards Hills 12pm
HLF Festival - Hubbards Hills 2pm
HLF Festival - Spout Yard, Louth
HLF Festival - Classroom in the Woods
Stream dip
HLF Festival - Bat walk - Donington on
Bain
Total for festival approx
Laceby Duke of Edinburgh
Market Rasen Practical Day
Hundleby WI Group, Hundleby village
hall
HLF - Play in a Day - North Thoresby
Countryside Lincs, Lincolnshire
Showground
Belchford Community stream clean
Wragby Organic Garderners, Wragby
HLF Story Telling - Legbourne
Guided Walk Horncastle with EA
HLF Play in the Day - Nettleton
HLF Market Rasen Community Day Market Rasen
Guided Walk, Hubbards Hills Louth
Finale - Tetford walk
Open Farm Sunday - Suttons Estates
Lincolnshire Show
HLF Festival - Stream dipping,
Hubbards Hills
HLF Festival - Play in a Day, Collection
Lincoln
HLF Festival - Community Day,
Belchfod
HLF Festival - Storytelling, Tetney
village hall
HLF Festival - Community Day, Welton
le Wold
HLF Festival - Guided Walk, Tealby to
Market Rasen
HLF Festival - Finale, Spout Yard,
Louth
Play in a Day - Tetford

11
4
4

2

13
11
100
8

15
15
8

16
210
5
5
20

11

11
250

10

8
15
8
15

4
10
4

2
14
18
200
1500+

13
8

17

10

5

6

4

3

2

4

14

1

5

2

150+
3

6
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04/04/18
06/04/18
08/04/18
19/05/18
19/05/18
29/05/18
30/05/18

Childrens
Family
Family
LWWF Walk
LWWF Walk
Childrens
Childrens

31/05/18
01/06/18
2021/06/18
03/07/18
25/03/19

LWWF Walk
Family
Family

TOTAL:

Talk
Talk

Storytelling - Laceby
Community Day - Scamblesby
Countryside Lincs 2018
Lunch - Stream dipping 1 - Nettleton
Lunch - Stream dipping 2 - Nettleton
Storytelling, Hubbards Hills
Play in a Day - Broadbent Theatre
Wickenby
Stream Dipping, Hubbards Hills, Louth
Community Day - Skendleby
Lincolnshire Show
U3A - Horncastle
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust – Alford
Group

2
8
250+
6
4
8
8

4
4
0
2
4
7
11

11
2
1580+

12
2

70
19
9,931

370
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Appendix 4: Links to other local authorities and wider initiatives
Greater Lincolnshire
Nature Partnership
(GLNP)

GLNP delivery includes the Nature Strategy (3rd edition of the
Biodiversity Action Plan), the Geodiversity Strategy, Local Sites and
the Lincolnshire Environmental Records Centre. It works across
four themes of farming with nature, planning with nature, enjoying
nature and being well with nature. LCSP is a member of GLNP.

Fran Smith (Nature Partnership Manager)
fran.smith@glnp.org.uk
01507 528398
Sarah Baker (Senior Policy Officer)
sarah.baker@glnp.org.uk
01507 528384

Humber Nature
Partnership (HNP)

HNP's vision is to protect and enhance the Humber Estuary's world
class environment for wildlife, the UK economy and people, gaining
benefits for all. It works to deliver sustainable management of the
Humber Estuary European Marine Site through the delivery of the
Humber Management Scheme, Humber Data Centre, the Humber
Nature Forum, catchment host for the Humber Estuary and
working with industry and other partners.

Darren Clarke (HNP Manager
darren.clarke@humbernature.co.uk
01652 631525
Alan Jones (Conservation Officer)
alan.jones@humbernature.co.uk
01652 631523

North East Lincolnshire
Council (NELC)

The NELC Ecology team aim to maintain or increase biodiversity
throughout the Borough, manage the different habitats within the
urban and rural environment for people and wildlife to prosper,
ensure adherence to our statutory designations, comment and
advise on all planning applications, all to protect and enhance the
ecological value of North East Lincolnshire.

Rachel Graham (Ecologist)
Rachel.Graham@nelincs.gov.uk
01472 324267

North Lincolnshire Council NLC aims to improve the environmental quality of the area by
(NLC)
minimising any adverse environmental impacts resulting from its
own activities, and encouraging others in the community to do
likewise. The Council commits to work with others to protect and

Andrew Taylor (Project Officer: Ecologist)
Andrew.Taylor@northlincs.gov.uk
01724 297000
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enhance the diversity of the natural environment while
encouraging community awareness and participation.
Riverfly Monitoring
Initiative

The Riverfly Partnership is a dynamic network of organisations
Ben Fitch (Project Manager)
representing anglers, conservationists, entomologists, scientists,
ben@riverflies.org
water course managers and relevant authorities. They are working 0117 230 3505
together to protect the water quality of our rivers, further the
understanding of riverfly populations, and actively conserve riverfly
habitats. The Riverfly Partnership is hosted by the Freshwater
Biological Association.

Bluestone Heath Road CS
Facilitation Fund

The Lincolnshire Wolds Countryside Service works with local
consultants to deliver a Facilitation Fund with farmers and
landowners along the Bluestone Heath Corridor, to secure and
reinforce environmental improvements, sharing best practice and
delivering training on priorities across farm holdings through to the
wider positive improvements to the landscape of the Lincolnshire
Wolds AONB.

Barney Parker (Facilitator)
barney.parker@ashfieldfes.co.uk
01636 676107: 07788 293348

Championing the Farmed
Environment

A partnership supporting farmers to deliver environmental benefits
within a productive farm business, providing guidance and support
to allow more farmers to manage their land in a way which works
for their business and the environment. It promotes and
celebrates the work that many farmers already do to sustain and
improve the natural environmental on their farm.

Lesley Sharpe (Farmed Environment
Advisor)
Emids@cfeonline.org.uk
01777 870817

Biodiversity Opportunity
Mapping in Lincolnshire

Work has been undertaken by GLNP on the Central Lincolnshire
Biodiversity Opportunity Mapping (BOM) and most recently with
North Lincolnshire Council to produce their BOM as part of the
Local Plan process.

GLNP (see above)
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Lincolnshire Coast Rivers
Catchment Sensitive
Farming

CSF is a partnership between Defra, the Environment Agency and
Natural England. It works with farmers and a range of other
partners to improve water and air quality in high priority areas. CSF
offers farmers free training, advice and support for grant
applications.

Phil Gibson (Catchment Sensitive Farming
Officer; Water Resources Team)
Phil.Gibson@naturalengland.org.uk
07786 800499

Lincolnshire Rivers Trust

The Lincolnshire Rivers Trust works on projects to enhance and
protect Lincolnshire's rivers for today and tomorrow.

Nicola Craven (Project Manager)
lincsrivers@gmail.com
07895 423983

Lincolnshire Plants Past
and Future (also known as
"LoveLincsPlants")

A Heritage Lottery Funded project run by Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
with the Natural History Museum, Lincoln University and Sir Joseph
Banks Centre. The project will create a contemporary herbarium
for Lincolnshire which will be housed at the Natural History
Museum, with a second at the Sir Joseph Banks Centre, Horncastle.
Botanical training will be delivered and volunteers will collect,
press and mount specimens for the herbarium, including aquatic
species typical of chalk stream habitats.

Aidan Neary (LoveLincsPlants - Project
Officer)
aneary@lincstrust.co.uk
01507 526667

River Restoration Centre

RRC is the national advice centre for best practice river restoration,
habitat enhancement and catchment management. Its three core
areas of work are Knowledge Exchange, Technical Advice and
Assessment, and Training and Guidance.

Martin Janes (Managing Director)
martin@therrc.co.uk
01234 752979

The Rivers Trust

The umbrella body of the rivers trust movement, working to
protect, promote and enhance freshwater ecosystems for both
people and wildlife. Also members of 'Blueprint for
Water', Wildlife and Countryside Link and administrators of
the Catchment Based Approach.

Arlin Rickard (Chief Executive Officer)
info@theriverstrust.org
01579 372142
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Working with Natural
Processes community

Details available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/working-withnatural-processes-to-reduce-flood-risk

EA Catchment Co-ordinator

https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/working-with-naturalprocesses-evidence-base/
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Appendix 4: Lincolnshire Wolds AONB – Roles and Relationships

JOINT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (JAC)
-

Develops an active partnership
Pools resources and expertise including National and Regional Agencies
Co-ordinates activities delivered across the Wolds including identifying adverse activities
Joins up delivery of members' services by advising their constituent authorities on proposals/policies for the Wolds
Oversees the production of the Management Plan, aiding its adoption and regular review
Identifies opportunities and makes recommendations for new initiatives
Agrees and adopts the annual work programme
Receives, adopts and distributes the annual report

JOINT MANAGEMENT GROUP (JMG)
-

-

Identifies and reviews the statutory duties
placed on local authorities relating to the
AONB, and, where appropriate, ensures the
delivery against these duties on behalf of the
local authorities
Core funds the LWCS (in accordance with the
Memorandum of Agreement)
Oversees the LWCS accounts
Identifies the local authority conditions
attached to funding for incorporation into the
Management Plan and annual work
programme

OFFICERS' WORKING GROUP (OWG)
-

-

Steering group for the LWCS setting
production targets, funding levels for projects
and budget limits
Provides technical support to the LWS
Clears all technical reports prior to distribution
Supports the LWCS Manager in setting annual
work programme and managing its delivery
Supports the LWCS Manager in the production
and delivery of a 5-year forward plan

JAC TOPIC GROUPS
-

Sustainable Development Fund panel meet to
discuss grant applications made to the SDF
and agree on where the grant should be spent

LINCOLNSHIRE WOLDS COUNTRYSIDE SERVICE
-

Gives the AONB an identity, positive image and increased status
Obtains increased funding and resources for the AONB
Keeps under review and refines the Management Plan
Co-ordinates the monitoring of change and development in the AONB
Establishes and maintains a database for the AONB
Prepares technical and planning reports and acts as secretariat to constituent
local authorities and JAC for the Wolds
Liaises with local community and interested individuals regarding AONBrelated issues
Provides practical and specialist advice where appropriate
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